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2

3 [f '' • FURTHER DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR. SIROTA:

' Q Miss Brooks, as we left off last week,

5
you were to bring with you some documents that had

6

7

rendered to the defendants in this matter subsequent

9
to July of 1979. Do you have such documents with you?

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

M A R Y E. B R O O K S , first being duly sworn,

testified as follows:

been directed to your attention by the Public Advocate

and/or any documents upon which you based your reports

A Yes, I do.

Q Would you offer them to me, please?

A These are the reports that I used as a basis, >

for preparing the August and September and December

reports?

Q Yes. A You want me

to explain to you what they are?

17 Q Yes. Why don't you.

MR. SIROTA: And I ask the reporter,

m Vt as she goes through each one, to mark them.

*"̂ s" ' Some may be duplications. For example,

>!S. I see the DCA Report, which has already been

marked. But letrs mark them starting with

DB-5.

A For the August 30th Report that I prepared,

any document that I used I submitted to you earlier,
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Brooks - direct 4

and this report is just a carrying out of the revised

allocations, and there are no new documents that were

usesj in the preparation of that report.

Q Well, you said you had some work papers,

did you not, which established the calculations?

A I have those. I do have those.

Q May I see those?

Thank you.

Now, when I first asked you about papers

that you utilized for- doing your August report, you

said there were none. And then I asked about the

work papers/ and then you said you had those.- . Was

my question too narrow to encompass those work papers?

A You asked me to bring the work papers, and I di|d.

Q Are there any other documents you used

to prepare the August report or upon which it was based?

A Not in addition to those I have submitted to you

Correct. Nothing in addition to what

previously?

That's correct.

Q All right. What documents did you use

to prepare the August report?

A I gave you a complete list of those in a lettei

form at a prior deposition.



Brooks - direct 5

Q Of course, we didn't have the August

2 report before us at the prior deposition. Is that

3 *correct? A That's correct. But what

4 . 3;A|R̂ S3$'ing, I used no additional reports in the

preparation of that August report in addition to those

6
I submitted to you earlier in that list that was

7
contained in a letter.

8
Q Did you use all the reports indicated

9
in that list or the August report?

10
A I'm not sure. :;"'

Q Do you have that letter with yqm?

12
A No, I don't.

1 o
° Q You have given me two bundles of
14

documents clipped together by paper clips. The first
15 is entitled "Present Housing Needs (1970) Adjusted,"

16
on the top sheet. Within that bundle is the

17 "Unadjusted Housing Allocation (Adjusted)." And the

18 "Adjusted Housing Allocation (Adjusted)." The

19
. "Iles.uljting Housing Allocation." That's eight pages.

May we mark that, please?

2 1 , *••!». -' , •" -: *.idfe,'
c •''*%&i^''&}$& (Tne Present Housing Needs (1970) Adjusted

22
referred to was received and marked DB-5

23

for Identification.)

2 4 MR. SIROTA: The second bundle held

25
together by a paper clip is referred to on the



Brooks - direct 6

j top page as "Chart I," and it's of 27 pages.

2 May we mark that document? Would you

3 •.. *."*• count the pages, too?

4 :•:-: : . - , THE REPORTER: 27 pages.

5 (The Chart I referred to was received and

marked DB-6 for Identification.)

7
Q Now, under the description I've already

8
given you today and had given you last week, are there

9
any other documents you wish to produce?

10

A For the August 30th report, no. .. t.,

11 Q Or the September — >*'- : -';,=

12 ,
A September? -. >-

13
Q The September or two December reports.

14
A For the September one, I used a census report,

15
which I duplicated a page from, which is all that I

16
had available. It's all that I used.

17
Q What is the title of the census report?

18
A The source is indicated on the bottom of the

19
_.,.«.' page;.

';";./• ~*"V\ ^ Q The bottom of the page says, "Current

•; :' .-, "r.̂ j&jgtation Reports, Consumer Income Series P-60, 109,

22
Table" — is that Table 11?

23
A Yes, it is.

24
Q "January, 1978." It indicates that it's

25
Page 32 of that document, but it's one page that I hav



Brooks - direct 7

1 MR. SIROTA: Would you mark that, please

2 It's entitled "Table 11, 20 Largest Standard

3 . Metropolitan Statistical Areas-Households by

4 - : Total Money Income in 1976, by Inside Central

Cities & Outside Central Cities."

6 (,The Table 11 referred to was received and

7 marked DB-7 for Identification.)

A In addition to that, I used this stack of

q
information on housing costs by municipality.

Q You have given me about a oner one and

11 • • V
a half inch stack of handwritten documents, epCrlosed ".

12 & -". --V..
by an elastic band, the top one of which is entitled ,

13 '•• ' " -i
"Average Residential Property Value Analysis." The

14
elastic band includes various stapled documents. Ther|e

15
are 39 bundles, apparently each clipped -- stapled,

rather, and each bundle relating to a different

17
municipality.

18
MR. SIROTA: May we mark these, please,

19

:-.-̂ ,. >r^r as a group?
"?:&£• */**£*.;< tThe Group of Handwritten Documents referred

21 rA . « to were received and marked DB-8 for Identifica

22 Q who prepared DB-8 for Identification?

A The Public Advocates.

24
Q Who in the Public Advocate's Office or

25
who for the Public Advocate prepared them?

tion
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, A I don't know

2 Q How would you describe them?

3 A '. They are a list of the sales costs for

4 residences by jurisdiction between the period 7/7 7 and

5 7/78. They list, also, I believe, the assessed value

6 and, in some instances, the ratio.

' Q Do you know where they are taken from?

8
A From the SRlAfs.

9
How do you know they are taken from

10
the SRlA's? A I believe i t sayis so.

11
Can I see them, please? Can I see them, please?

12

was the top one.

Q Do you want to see a l l of theiit?; This

13

14
A (Witness indicating.)

15
It doesn't indicate that on all of them.

16
You are pointing to one of the bundles,

17
which relates to Chatham Borough, which is entitled

18
"Residential Housing Sales in Morris County, County

19
SR1A Forms." Is that correct?2a ..

A* - 5"*;. Yes.

l/?'3ir'"'.' Q I t ' s your understanding that al l these
22 '

documents encompassing DB-8 for Identification are

23 I
taken from the SRlA's?

24
A Yes.

25
Q And you don't know who prepared them?
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1 A On the staff of the Public Advocates, no.

2 .. Q Who sent them to you?

3 .' />HA . - Probably Linda Hurd.

4 . . v/... . .' • MR. SIROTA: Mr. Bisgaier, do you know

who prepared these, DB-8 for Identification?

6 MR. BISGAIER: It's probably a field

7
representative from the office or Miss Hurd.

8
MR. SIROTA: You don't know?

MR. BISGAIER: Do I, personally, know

10 which?

11 MR. SIROTA: Yes.
12

MR. BISGAIER: No.
13

Q Have you checked the accuracy of these
14

reports? A No, I have not.
15 Q By "Reports," I mean DB-8 for Identification

I understand.

17
And these are the reports you utilized

18
for your September report?

19
A ;' \ I'm not through. In addition to that, there's

24

• • ;•£ -%•**&&' Q Excuse me?

22
A I did use those for that report, yes.

23 Q And this was your source of average

sale during the relevant year?

25
Yes.
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And it's your exclusive source for that
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±n forma, t i on ? A Yes.

You have some other documents?

A For rental information, I used this stack of

material. In addition to that, there is sort of a

code sheet that summarizes the units.

Q All right. You handed me two bundles

of documents. The first is of 27 pages, the top page

of which refers to Boonton Township.

May we mark that? '** t ̂ ... .

(The Group of Rental Information (27 f*ages)

referred to was received and marked

Identification.)

Q You have also given me a bundle of

documents enclosed by an elastic band, all of which

are entitled "Rental Housing Survey format," and they

relate to various apartment complexes.

MR. SIROTA: May we mark this bundle

^ DB-10, please?

Group of Rental Housing Survey Formats

• •*•" referred to were received and marked DB-10

for Identification.)

MR. SIROTA: Mr. Bisgaier, with respect

to DB-8, will you inform me as to who prepared

DB-8?
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MR. BISGAIER: Okay.

MR. SITORA: Do I understand that you

will send me that information?

:": ' MR. BISGAIER: Uh-huh.

MR. SIROTA: Is that a yes?

MR. BISGAIER: Yes.

MR. SIROTA: Thank you.

Q Miss Brooks, with respect to DB-9 and

DB-10, would you describe these documents?

A DB-10 is a listing of apartment complexe&.i.n •"

various jurisdictions throughout Morris County and.' •

provides information on the location of that, complex,,

the size of the units and the rent of those units for

the period 7/79. I believe DB-9 is really only a

listing of the complexes by jurisdiction.

Q Are all the apartment complexes listed

in DB-9 represented by a completed rental housing

survey format form in DB-10?

Who conducted the rental housing survey?

The Public Advocates.

Q Who specifically in the Public Advocate1

Office? A I don't know.

Who directed DB-9 and 10 to you?

A Again, I believe Linda Hurd.
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MR. SIROTA: Mr. Bisgaier, will you give

me the name of the person or persons who

conducted the studies which resulted in DB-9

and 10?

Q

MR. BISGAIER: Uh-huh.

MR. SIROTA: You got the uh-huh?

MR. BISGAIER: That's a yes.

Does DB-9 contain the name of every

apartment complex in Morris County?

A I believe so. A* .̂  ;.

Q What is the basis for your belief

A In that that's the way it was repreae#%edvtp

by the Public Advocates.

Q Who represented that to you?

A By the Public Advocates.

Q Do you have a cover letter to encompass

that representation? A I don't know

Q Now, on DB-9, there are various marks.

&eem to be checked off, others are crossed out,

are circled. Can you tell me what those

^ffi&tpjcfe designations mean; for example, on Boonton

Township? A The apartment complexes

that are circled are the ones that are in —

identified in DB-10, and I don't know what the other

markings mean.
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Q So that only the ones circled on DB-9

are included in DB-10. Is that correct?

Â .v.. That's what I said.

t '••' Q Do you know what percentage of the units

in DB-9, units to the developments, are included in

DB-10? No

How did they divide apartment complexes

by municipality in this report, do you know, DB-9?

A I'm not sure I know what that means.

Q Was it by mailing address, or was .it

by actual location in a given municipality? ; ; ..

A I'm not sure. • ,v

Q Is it fair to say you don't know anything

about this report, other than the fact that you used

the information from it to complete your September

report?

Q

I guess so.

What other documents did you utilize

22

23

24

25

to prepare the September report?

None other.

Q What about the December reports?

\-y You asked me only about one of the December

reports, if you will recall, which is the one on

Alternate Population Projections.

Q I believe I asked you about both, but

we agreed certain documents were voluminous, and it was
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not necessary for you to bring those today. Is that

correct? A Yes.

Other than those voluminous documents,

do have anything today relating to either of those

two reports, the December reports?

A We discussed earlier, on the one report that's

a summary of the handbook, that it was impossible to

bring those materials. So for the other report, —

Q Did you use any — go ahead.

A R>r the other report, the sources that I used

are listed on the bottom of Page 5 of that report,

in the three footnotes.

Q Did you bring these three documents

with you? A Yes, I did.

Q May I see them, please?

A The first footnote, what I have is the --

one of the what I think we referred to before as

working papers, working reports, of the New Jersey

his is the one on the Prospective Housing

[̂ Report, and in that report is a page identifying

Jersey population projections indicated in

that first footnote. The other two are the reports

there, that I handed you.

Q Now, with respect to the July, 197 5

Series II, New Jersey Population Projection, 1980-202C
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New Jersey Department of Labor & Industry, you are

referring me, are you not, to Table 2 of the document

_., entitled "Draft Report, for Review Only, Prospective

» '• Housing Needs Report"? A Yes.

(Mr. Vecchio enters the room.)

MR. SIROTA: Let's mark that document.

(The Draft Report, Prospective Housing Needs

Report referred to was received and marked

DB-11 for Identification.)

Q With respect to DB-11, is this the
$6-

report that the Department of Community

A That report was prepared by the

of Community Affairs. >f

Q And they utilized this in their report?

A That's my understanding.

Q Was this ever promulgated in other than

draft form? A Not to my knowledge.

Q The top page has the following printed

"This technical report reflects staff work

•Sr&ay be of interest to other specialists. The

should not be quoted or reproduced without

the approval of the Director of the Division of

State & Regional Planning."

Who was the Director in July of 1975?

A I don't know.
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Why was that statement published on

the report? Do you know?

A I don't know.

Are such statements often placed on

draft reports? I would think so

think so.

Pardon?

Why'

A I would

A Because it's a

draft report.

Q What does that mean? .->

A It means it's not the final report. ^-'>

Q And this report, to your knowledger

never promulgated in final form?

A No, not that I know of.

MR. BISGAIER: For clarification purpose|s,

I don't know if she is answering the question

you are asking. This is one of the four

technical reports that the 1976 Draft Housing

Allocation Report was based on.

THE WITNESS: There was no intention

ik'^m 4* of developing them into final reports.

MR. BISGAIER: Right. Then the 1978

Housing Allocation Report was based on that

and was published. So that report, DB-11,

was not ever, per se, made final and published,
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1 other than being a basis for the ultimate

2 Housing Allocation. Report, which was published.

3 • ; MR. SIROTA: I understand that.

4 - • • ** MR. BISGAIER: Okay.

Q Correct me if I'm wrong, you did testify

6
that this was eventually utilized in the DCA Reports

7
that we have talked about there adnauseam?

8
A Yes.

9
Q And is it your understanding, as a

10
professional in this area, that the publication of

11 '","'
the DCA Report makes DB-11 a final report or the

12
figures from it final figures? l r>

13
A The report printed by DCA is a final report.

14
This is like a working paper that was used in

15
preparation of that report.

16
Q The second document you have given me

17
in response to my question is a document entitled

18
"Draft Northeast New Jersey Water Quality Management

19
pepartment of Environmental Protection, State

2 0 '•• - " — ^ J e r s e y , March, 1979.

21 •• •—;-; MR. SIROTA: Mark that document, please

22
(The Draft Northeast New Jersey Water Quality

23
Management Plan referred to was received and

24
marked DB-12 for Identification.)

25
Q And the third document you have given me
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Brooks - direct

is entitled "New Jersey Revised Total & Interim

18

Age & Sex Population Projections, July 1, 1980 through

20dQ, Published by the New Jersey Department of Labor

. fc.Xjndustry, Division of Planning & Research, Office

of Demographic & Economic Analysis, Dated April of

1979.

MR. SIROTA: Mark that document, please.

(The New Jersey Revised Total & Interim Age

& Sex Population Projections, July 1, 1980-2000

referred to were received and marked DB-3.3

for Identification.)

Q With respect to your August 3%vx^&pt,

DB-1 for Identification, do you recall testifying

last time that this report is your completion of the

mathematical calculations required to make the

adjustments in the DCA Report —

Yes.

Q

Yes.

— that you have argued?

With respect to Rockaway Township;

, Column A in your report, you show 546

present housing need units. Is that correct?

A Yes.

correct?

And the DCA Report had 436. Is that

I would have to check.
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1 Q Would you? I might add that I'm reading

o

. ^ back the numbers that you gave me last time, but pleas

3 . .T-—«..---LI u them. A Yes.
4 . « - .. .

e.
w *" . Q Would you explain to me identically,

5
if you will, how you got from 436 to 546, utilizing

6
I presume, DB-5 and DB-6?

7
A May I ask him a question?

8
Q Sure.

9
MR. BISGAIER: Why don't we go off the

10
record for a second.

11
(There is a short discussion off the record".)..

12
MR. SIROTA: Miss Brooks has advised me

13
off the record that, rather than my asking

14
questions, she will provide a narrative

15
explaining the differentials between the

16
various numeric conclusions arrived at by

17
DCA and similar conclusions which she has made;

18
that is, her adjustments. She will use as a

19
.*t • / guide her August 30, 1979 report, DB-1 for

20 •\fc\r. '."'"\.'f'\ • ' Identification, specifically utilizing the

•::j $̂iNŜ v-/; •""' charts commencing on Page 3 and continuing
21

22
through Page 7.

23
Q Is that a fair explanation of what you

24
are about to do? A i believe so.

25
The first calculation that you see is present
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Brooks - direct 2 0

housing needs by jurisdiction, which is Column A on

Page 3 of the August report. On my work sheets, I

have an entire chart identifying how the figure was

calculated for each jurisdiction in Region 11. The -•

5
Q And, specifically, which work sheets?

6
The work sheets I have referred to earlier.

7
Q All of them encompass that?

A That's true.

Q That is DB-5 and 6?

Yes.

11
The present need results from the addifexQ% -

12
of three figures, representing dilapidated

13
overcrowded housing and households that pay more than

14
25% of their income for housing costs.

Q Excuse me.

MR. SIROTA: May I have the answer read

back, the last statement?

(The following was read by the reporter:

"ANSWER: Yes.
&W *tJ" ' mil •

20
?*W *'J" < mil •

v&&i.p/-^''~tt**r£r The present need results from the

addition of three figures, representing

dilapidated housing, overcrowded housing and

households that pay more than 25% of their

income for housing costs.")

MR. SIROTA: Thank you.
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A Those three are added, and an overlap figure is

used to reduce the — some of those three figures by

those units that have more than one of those

characteristics. Added to that subtotal is a vacancy

present housing need is represented in Column A.

housing units you added? A

Q For Rockaway Township.

A 156.

Q How did you arrive at that number?

A It's the same figure that the New Jersey

DCA used in their report.

Q So that is not in addition to the 4 36

of DCA. A No.

Q Is that correct?

* .^ Does DCA add in for overcrowded housing?

&'£T':?:?kM1*'*' YeS/ t h e Y did-
J~&r\ 'J?'? rilt?-̂ -̂  Q D ° you add in the same number?

2 2 • • " - * • - • _ " ' *

Yes.

Q What number is that?

237.

MR. VECCHIO: I didn't hear that.
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j THE WITNESS: 237.

2 MR. VECCHIO: Thank you.

Q Does DCA add for households expending

4..JJ more than 25% of their income?

5 A No, it does not.

*> Q How much did you add?

7 A 187.

8
Q How did you arrive at 187?

9 ,
A It's taken from a report entitled "Analysis

10 of Low & Moderate Income Housing Need in New Jersey,"

11 prepared by the Department of Community Affairs for

the State of New Jersey. .;*%••12 -- * - -

13
Q That's dated May 7, 1975?

14
A Yes, it is.

15
MR. SIROTA: May we mark that document,

16
please?

' (_The Analysis of Low & Moderate Income Housing

18
Need in New Jersey referred to was received

19
and marked DB-14 for Identification.)

20 |; :#P#:'•!/ ' l-..'-\%-- Q Would you show me where in DB-14 the

^̂  '^S'S^^^S^^ °^ 1̂ 7 is given relating to Rockaway Township?
22 A (Witness indicating.)

23
Q It's on Page 26, is it not/ that you

24
referred to? A Yes.

2 5 Q Why didn't DCA use this in their Housing
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Allocation Reports?

23

A They indicated,

as I recall, that the information was not available.

Q Didn't they issue a Housing Allocation

&g$>ort in 1978? A Yes.

Q And DB-14 is dated May 7, 1975. Is

that correct? Yes.

Can you explain to me how it was not

in existence or not available as of 1978?

A No, I cannot.

MR. BISGAIER: Why don't you

moment to read that to refresh your re

Q Do you want to take . a moment t® i1fc§#iew "\

the DCA Housing Allocation Report?

A Yes, I guess so.

MR. BISGAIER: Off the record.

A

(There is a short discussion off the record.)

I don't — it's in a report I don't have here

I don't remember.

Q What is in a report?

X&3-X * As I recall, a discussion on why that was not

Q Which report is it in?

A One of the working papers, background working

papers.

Q Which background working paper?
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I would assume the one on present need.

How does DCA arrive at1 187 in DB-14

A I would have to

$#$£. the report.

They take the information from the census of

housing, which indicates households paying more than

25% of their gross income for rent.

Q Is that broken down by municipality or

Yes.

Township ?

was the percentage"?

And what was the percentage for Rackaway

A What do you meahT "What „

Q Of households paying more than 25% of

their income for rent or for housing.

A They don't indicate the percentage. They

indicate that number that I showed you.

A

Q That's a raw figure, then, 186?

It's 187. Yes.

:^fc*>S- Q 187r excuse me.

And that's as of 1969?

Does DCA use an overlap figure?

Q What is their overlap figure?

4.3. You should understand that their overlap

Q

Yes.
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figure refers to only overlap between overcrowding

and dilapidated.

t Q Because they don't use the third factor?

A S- Right.

Q So, then, presumably, you have an

overlap figure which is different or higher?

A Correct.

Q What is your overlap figure?

A 9.4.

Q How did they arrive at 4.3?

A I don't recall. <. .'Mt^.'..:-

Q How did you arrive at 9.4? -•••;• .. ,,

A It's discussed in the first report I gave you

in April, '79, Footnote 4.

Q Did they use the Newark SMSA as one

of the selected SMSA's to draw the sample for the

study you referred to on Page 14 of your April, 1979

Report? A I don't know.

19

r>. Q So — A You are

to the New Jersey DCA?

%\̂ &ifeS Q Well, is the 9.4 — where does that

figure come from? A I calculated it

myself.

Q Based upon what?

A What's indicated in this footnote from the
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Metropolitan Housing Characteristics information and

2 the census.

3 \v*g*T][£.--?£~*x Q And that, in itself, does not draw upon

r, SMSA, does it? A No

Q Selected SMSA's?

That's correct.

7
Q Which ones in particular?

8
A In that report, the Newark SMSA was included,

the Jersey City SMSA, the Paterson, Clifton, Passaic

10 SMSA.

Q And which SMSA is Morris County

12
in? A The Newark.

13
Q What other SMSA's are included in the

14
report? A What report?

15
Q Upon which you based your 9.4% figure

16
The ones I just indicated.

17
Q There were no others?

18
A Yes, I'm sorry, all over the United States.

19
xL.-''±}i$&!k-*-\Q Would the number have differed if you

* t J B i ^ e d the Newark SMSA?

. ̂ r^p^J^^|f I just used the Newark SMSA.
22

Q So the 9.4 is based only on the Newark
23

SMSA? A That's correct.
24

Q How would the number differ if you used
25

the Paterson, Clifton and Passaic SMSA?
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I indicated here, in the report, comparable

figures for those SMSA's.

" "'* Q So the Paterson, Clifton, Passaic would

be 6.8%r and Jersey City would be 10.5?

A That's correct.

Q So, presumably, if we add 156; 2 37;

187 and multiplied by 90.6, we will arrive at 546.906?

A You would arrive at what?

Q 546. A No.

Q Explain to me how that was done, then.

A You add the three figures you indicated. If":?> •

you multiply it by the 9.4%, you are subtracting;.'that

figure. You are accounting for overlap. So you are

subtracting —

Q Isn't that the same as multiplying by

.906? A Okay. You then have to

add into that the vacancy factor to reach the 546.
Q Okay. What was the vacancy factor for

Rockaway Township? 21.

fJ^#^^-^-: Yes.

Q

Does DCA have a vacancy figure?

The same number?

What was their number?

A No

82, I believe.

How did you arrive at 21?
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A I took into account vacancy figures only for

multiplies it by 9.4%? A Three column

Q I see. Would you explain the allocation

of present needs in much the same manner as you

explained the column A? A To identify

the allocation of present need by jurisdiction, I made

that allocation on — in precisely the same way the

New Jersey DCA did and identified the factor pf that

present housing need within each jurisdiction . "' :

13
representative of the entire present housing need

14
identified for Region 11 and applied that same factor

to the present housing need that I have calculated

to reach the adjusted allocation of 1970 housing need.

That figure is what is in Column B.

Q Did you make a present housing need?

A •. *- I'm sorry?

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22
Township. Did you calculate a present housing need

23
for Region 11? A For each jurisdiction

24

\^0f • ̂

/Wv-<--': *'-M£$&'• Q Excuse me. You described just before

. ?.'.yf̂ nrasB.̂  caicui.ated present housing need for Rockaway

in Region 11?

Q Yes. A Yes, what?
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Q That's the question. Did you calculate

a present housing need in a manner similar to that

which, you did with Rockaway Township for each

uj$fc£i;sc|&ction in Region 11? A Yes

Q Do you have a document showing that

information?

Q

Yes.

May I see it, please?

A You already have it.

Q That's 6, DB-6? Yes

Q And what was the number, not for each

municipality, but for the total present housing needs-.

of Region 11? A 325,913. \f. ' '• \-

Q Now, utilizing the actual numbfers, shGw

me mathematically how you arrived at an allocation of

present needs to Rockaway Township of 1,173?

A I took the 436 identified in Column 1 in New

Jersey DCA's Allocation Report. I divided that by

the total estimate of 1970 housing need for Region 11

identified by New Jersey DCA, which is 148,750, to

"a percentage.

Q What was the percentage?

A For Rockaway Township?

Q Yes. A .36. I applied

that percentage to — against the total present

housing need for Region 11.
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1 Q You multiplied 325,913 by .36?

2 A I'm sorry. Would you repeat that?

3 §* : ̂ i, Q You multiplied 325,913 by .36?

4 | ;• r_. A> •-. tt;" Yes.

5 ~ And the result was 1,173?

6
Correct.

7
Q Now, Column C is just simply subtraction

is it not? A It is.

9
Q With respect to Column D, allocation

of prospective needs, again, showing your u

11 -*. -
of the actual numbers, explain how you arriye.#"at '&"["*

12
conclusion, for Rockaway Township, of 2,854 as

13
opposed to DCA's allocation of 1,611?

14
A I went through precisely the same method I just

described to you for the allocation of the 1970 need

16
for the allocation prospective need.

17
Show me how you did it using numbers

18
please. A I took the 1,611 allocatioji

19
perspective need identified in Column 4 of the New

2Q .. _ _ _
""*""* "' DCA Allocation Report, divided that by the total

^/•S'pr^epflictlve need estimated for Region 11.

22
Q T h a t ' s 1 4 8 , 7 5 0 ? Oh, n o . I ' m s o r r y .

23
Prospective? A Which is 131,011,

24
I believe, and, again, identified percentage

25
Q What was the percentage?
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A For Rockaway Township, it was 1.23.

Q 1.23? A Correct. And

i applied that against the allocation of prospective

need as I adjusted it, which is 232/022.

Q Two hundred and thirty-two thousand —

A And twenty-two.

Q

Q

Times .0123?

And the resultant was 2854?

Cor::ect

A Yes.

Q How did you arrive at 232,022 as the

prospective need for Region 11?

A We discussed that in the earlier report. I - .

took New Jersey DCA's projected household growth

between 1970 and 1990, added to that New Jersey DCA's

projected replacement demand and vacancy demand,

multiplied that times the proportion of low and

moderate income households for the State in 1970.

Q Again, for Rockaway Township, show the

specific numbers you utilized';

i'ii'^;''T
!''•'<• I did not do that by jurisdiction. It wasn't

Q And show me the numbers you utilized

for Region 11. A It's contained in

the April, '79 report I submitted to you — to the

Public Advocates.
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Q You have shown me Page 9 of your April,

1979 report, which does show the differential. Could

_;. you tell me what part of this report evidences the

1... mathematics required to get from DCA's 149,005 to

your adjusted DCA of 325f913 as —

MR. SIROTA: Strike that.

A I'm sorry.

Q Could you show me —

A I'm sorry. It's not on that page.

Q Would you show me the mathematics

necessary to get from DCA's prospective housing needs

of 131,014 to your adjusted prospective hou&ilscf needs

of 2 32,022? A It's a work sheet I didn't

show to you. The first column is what comes under

New Jersey DCA's —

Q Why don't we mark it. You handed me

a one page document on yellow paper, which is filled

with numbers.

.- •-, MR. SIROTA: May we mark that, please?

• -'-\!.&V* ^T^e Handwritten Work Sheet referred to was

;'••"'V=i.-̂  received and marked DB-15 for Identification.)

Q Could you describe to me what DB-15 is,

please A It's the data used to

calculate the prospective housing need as I adjusted i

in the — for the — indicated in the April report I
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1 submitted.

2 Q Excuse me. No. This relates to countiei

3 * other than Region 11. Is that correct?

i
* A Well, I — the figures show all of — each

5
county in New Jersey.

6
Q But you utilized only the figures in

7
Region 11? A I did.

8
Q And is it the case that the four factors

9
utilized were 1970-1990 household demand — well, what

10
were the factors utilized?
A I just read them off to you. There are only

12
three. The 1970-1990 household demand as identified,

13 ' "'"
by New Jersey DCA, the estimates also made by New

14
Jersey DCA for replacement demands, and vacancy demand

Q Did DCA use a factor for household

16
demand for growth, in their report?

17
A Yes, they did.

18
Q Did you both use the same figure; that

19

is, YQU and DCA? A Yes.

- 'V-J'V- ';w*',%' Q Or did you adjust their figure?

• . .;"#--̂ " f ^ S ^ I used their 1970-1990 household demand figure.
22

Q And is there such a figure encompassed
23

in their conclusion of 131,000, approximately?
24

A I'm sorry? Repeat that.
25

Q Their allocation of prospective needs to
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1 Region 11 was 131,011. Is that correct?

A Yes.

:' •- Q Included within that, is there a

4
" " "" ' of household demand growth, 1970-1990?

5
That's what that figure is

6
Q And what is the figure?

7 ' A 131,011.

8
Q Then you added two factors which DCA

9
did not utilize? A That's correct.

10
Q What was your factor for replacement?

11
For what?

12
Q For Region 11.

13
For what jurisdiction?

Q Region 11. A I would have

5 to add them up.

16 Q Well, you added them up, did you not,

17 to come to the 232,022? A Not really.

mean I did it by county, and then I added up my

19
final figures for all the counties in Region 11.

"' ̂ '^r. V'^^ Q w^ v d o n l t y° u gi v e m e a H t n e figures

2\ • T^4' ̂^ ^
jfifc^^^lfc0^1 c o u n ty' f°r replacement.

22
A Bergen County, 38,000; Essex County, 41,740;

2 3 Hudson County, 2 8,760; Middlesex County, 22,989;

2 4 Morris County, 15,128; Passaic County, 20,244;

25
Somerset County, 7,792; Union County, 23,359.
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Do you know why DCA did not use the

replacement element in their allocation of prospective

needs? A Again, I recall, it was

laAISfc the data wasn't available, but I need to check

that to be clear on it.

Q When does that data become available.

Isn't that 1970 Census data? Yes

Q So, that, presumably, it was available

soon after 1970 or in 1970. Is that correct?

A At least the source of the information, yes.

Q With respect to all these itemsf}fcBat ydu

say you have to. refresh your memory — 'V*. " 7

MR. SIROTA: Carl, could you advise me

by letter as to the specific portion of the

DCA Reports, either one, which give an

explanation of why they have not included these

items which Miss Brooks does include?

Q In other words, if you would research

and advise Mr. Bisgaier, I think he can

me. The alternative is we can meet for depositions

. BISGAIER: Well, she can look. I'm

not going to do any work for you.

MR. SIROTA: I didn't say that.

MR. BISGAIER: Miss Brooks can refresh

her recollection and tell me what the answer is
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and I'll convey it to you.

2 MR. SIROTA: I didn't anticipate that

3 ;.-•__ ' . you would do it. I would anticipate the

witness would do it and convey it through you,

since it would not be proper for me to contact

• the witness directly.

7 MR. BISGAIER: Okay.

8
MR. SIROTA: Is that agreeable?

MR. BISGAIER: Yes, I'll convey to you

whatever she conveys to me

Q Miss Brooks, are you willing to-do that?

12
A Yes. You should understand that the information

13
may or may not be there.

Q If it's not there, I consider that a

positive communication. Just tell me whether it's

there or not there, and if it is there, where it is

17
A I'll try to do so.

18
Q With respect to your vacancy figure,

19
. v .;thatiwas also a figure that DCA did not use?

•••% ' • . * -.*«&:£

20 •̂f*• • ,. A*£J< That's correct.

A^K:*";5P;'*^ Q And w h a t21
._A-.Sfc, - .»• fc-^y.r t ~ -*_J ..!__;_ w a s v o u r number for Region 11?
.•.*•.- -"• --m -.

22
A I got to do the same thing I did with replacement

23
Go ahead. A Bergen Count|y,

24
1,181; Essex County, 1,610; Hudson County, 1,146;

25
Middlesex County, 2,042; Morris County, 1,320;
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1 Passaic County, 1,258; Somerset County, 581; Union

2 County, 1,067.

3- ; Q And it was the total of household

4 gra^rtk replacement and vacancy that equal the 232,022?

° A No, the — that is then multiplied by the

proportion of low and moderate income households in

7
the State in 1970.

8
Q You used the same figures the DCA used?

9
A No, I did not.

10 MR, BISGAIER: Excuse me a second.off

the record.

12
(There is a short discussion off the ^ca£<|*X

13 MR. BISGAIER: On the record. "; r

These questions, I believe, were asked

before, as to why DCA did or did not use these

things, by you in previous depositions. If

17
Miss Brooks is not prepared now, it's because

18
she did not prepare herself on those reports

19
& ***** '-v that were prior to August. So one thing that

^X-^^./cv^ •' "*̂  might be helpful is if you would review those

'* x ;;-̂'% ;̂ riT;. prior depositions to see if these questions

22
have already been answered.

23
MR. SIROTA: They are not in there

24
I do recall, and the questions were not answered,

25
at least not clearly.
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MR. BISGAIER: Okay.

MR. SIROTA: I took a look at those

.; -prior to this. If they are in there, if you

^ can point that out to me, that's fine. I

didn't see them.

Q What was the factor used by DCA "for the

percentage of low and moderate?

A They varied by county.

Q Did you vary it by county or have one

for the region? A I used the .statewide

What was the one for each of tUfe

if •-'•*• r'f

figure.

in Region 11, according to DCA?

A Bergen County, 28.4%; Essex County, 4 6.8%;

Hudson County, 51.7%; Middlesex County, 31.2%; Morris

County, 25.7%; Passaic County, 42.6%; Somerset County,

26.9%; Union County, 33.6%.

Q What was the statewide factor that you

A 39.4%.

2 And the 39.4% represents your formulatio]ji

at least the formulation you utilized of the

percentage of the population of households that have

low and moderate income? A Yes.

And that comes from the 1970 Census?

A Yes.
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And what are the income levels which

that's derived from?

by New Jersey DCA

The same

Would you repeat that? I know you have

advised me of that?

with annual incomes below $8,567

Households

Q That's in 1969? A Yes

Q So you presume, then, that that figure,

that percentage figure, remained constant to the

date of your report? A Yes.,

Q With respect to Column E in your report,

Page 4, how did you arrive at the unadjusted allocation?

A The unadjusted allocation is the addition of

the allocation of prospective need and the difference

figure listed in Column C.

Q C.

And you utilized the same figure,

development limit, as DCA? • A Yes

.#-}£& Q How did you arrive at G, allocation based

^fir'cSs^lopinent limit? Your figure was, I believe, —

'&•£ ':•% know your figure was 3,481, while DCA's was

1,708. A The allocation based on

development limit is the unadjusted allocation

identified in Column E. Taking into account the

development limit, if the unadjusted allocation is
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1 within that development limit in Column G, it's virtua

2 repeated. If not, then the development limit is

3 ' . telaced in Column G.

4 I • S A U L * * ! ^
 S o G i s less than E only if the

5
development limit is not adequate?

6
A- That's correct.

7
Q Any of the defendant municipalities have

8
development limits which DCA found not to be adequate?

9
A Madison.

Q And if there was a development lij&it
• • • . • . • «*

which was not adequate, that resulted in units laot :\

12 •
allocated under Column H? A Yes. ~ ,,

13 :*
Q Now, with respect to Column I,

14
redistribution of units, would you explain how you

15
arrived at your figure of 1,932? DCA's figure was

16
646. A The redistribution is based on

17
— I used exactly the same method that New Jersey DCA

18
did in its redistribution. It is based on the units

19
. not allocated because of the development limit.

w hffl£'J^*T*%$**•'M Q Did you utilize the actual numbers?

words, are you saying that you used the

22
countywide not allocated figure of 3,214?

23
A Let me finish my answer.

24
Q Sure. A The

25
redistribution is based on a reallocation of those

iy
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units that were not allocated based on the development

limit for jurisdictions within Region 11, and I used

d'e method that New Jersey DCA did in its

redistribution.

Q Now, utilizing the actual figures, would

you demonstrate how you allocated the units and

particularly arrived at an allocation for Rockaway

Township? A The redistribution is

based on the following calculation: Taking the number

of — taking the allocation based on the development

limit, divided by the allocations —

Q Show me the actual numbers, please

A I'm sorry. For Rockaway Township, that would

be three hundred — I'm sorry, 3,4 81, divided by

the sum of the allocations based on the development

limit, minus the allocations in those jurisdictions

that reached their development limit.

Q Show me the numbers, please.

... Which is 179,102.A

Q You said it was the sum of two figures

equaled 179,000? A It's the

sum of the allocations based on a development limit

for all jurisdictions in Region 11.

Q What is that number?

A Minus those jurisdictions that reached their
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development l i m i t . And I have tha t number.

42

Q What about the two numbers? You say you

number. You have the sum number, the

!£ator, I guess. But there are two figures that

equal a resultant in that sum. Can you tell me what

those numbers are? A I would have

to go through each work sheet and pull them out.

MR. SIROTA: Could you read back the

last two answers slowly?

(The following was read by the reporter:

"QUESTION: Now, utilizing the actual figures,,

would you demonstrate how you allocated the

units and particularly arrived at an allocation

for Rockaway Township?

ANSWER: The redistribution is based on the

following calculation: Taking the number of —

taking the allocation based on the development

limitf divided by the allocations —

QUESTION: Show me the actual numbers, please.

ANSWER: I'm sorry. For Rockaway Township,

that would be three hundred — I'm sorry,

3,481, divided by the sum of the allocations

based on the development limit, minus the

allocations in those jurisdictions that reached

their development limit.
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QUESTION: Show me the numbers, please.

f.i \L- i * ANSWER: Which is 179,102

. f*-f-v .^QUESTION: You said it was the sum of two

,*"!•*. ' *" figures that equaled 179,000?

ANSWER: It's the sum of the allocations based

on a development limit for all jurisdictions

in Region 11.

QUESTION: What is that number?

ANSWER: Minus those jurisdictions that reached

their development limit. And I have that

number.")

Q From rereading the question, I now

understand what I have to ask you. I understand what

I don't understand.

For Rockaway Township, you divided 3,441

by 179 — there were some other numbers. What was it?

A 179,102.

Q 179,102.

And you arrived at the 179,102 by

the allocation — was it the units not allocatejd

*5?V.C; ' lii.*$tegion 11 because of municipalities arriving at

their development limit, or was the entire allocation

for Region 11 less? It's neither

It's the allocation based on the development limit.

Q That's the equivalent to the G Column?
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But for all the municipalities within

Minus those that reached

limit.

Q So the 179,102 is the equivalent to the

H Column? A No.

Q Well, explain to me again what the

179,102 represents. It represent

the sum of Column G for every jurisdiction in Region

11, minus the sum of the allocations in Colû fi- G^

for those jurisdictions in Region 11 that readhe<| . v_ :

their development limit. *&•:;'*"&.;

Q You don't arrive at the units not

allocation through that subtraction?

A No, because — no.

Q Well, in narrative form, how would you

explain that 179,102? What does it represent?

A What I just went through.

Q You explained to me what you subtract

to it, but what does the resultant figure

ent? A It's a calculation, and

it is exactly that calculation. It's not a meaningful

figure in and of itself. It's part of a calculation

I'm setting up for.

Q Why don't you go through the whole thing
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Maybe t h a t ' s why I'm having d i f f i cu l ty

-A ,v. , I don't think so.

45

MS. MC DERMOTT: Can I ask one question?

MR. SIROTA: Sure.

MS. MC DERMOTT: When you said it was

the sum of the allocations based on development

limit, as in Column G, does that include other

municipalities in Region 11 that are not listed

on this sheet?

THE WITNESS: Correct.
•"fr-

A

MS. MC DERMOTT: Okay. , r

THE WITNESS: Because all that is an

that sheet is Morris County.

MS. MC DERMOTT: Okay. That's all I

wanted to know.

What we are talking about is the redistribution

of units that were not allocated?

Yes. DCA does that

ting up a formula, and it's explained in the

>ey DCA Report. If you want me to point that

p, you, that might help.

Q That's fine. A It'

explained on Page 19 in a very simple way. What they

take, if you look on Page 19, they take the four

municipalities, they sum the allocation based on the
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1 development lijnit, and you can literally read, in

2 .Footnote 23, what they are doing. However,

3 ', -*•*' S^aw-Cipality C reached its development limit. They

"lir> '• "V"' "
4 -/?< sv&ftract that 260 from the 600 and reach 340. We are

identifying a redistribution for, le t ' s say,

6
Municipality A. So they take the 90, divide it by

7
340, they multiply it by the sum of the units that

8
were not allocated, which is 40, and they reach 10 for

o

Municipality A.

Now, I went through exactly that same*.

calculation. The region total was Region 11-, Each
12

of the municipalities were municipalities nt'Korris
13

County.
14

Q So the purpose of this is to arrive at

— to take the units not yet allocated and divide

16
them proportionately? A In proportiojn

17
to the way the units were allocated originally is how

18
New Jersey DCA defines it.

19
JkViT Q Is that what you did?

4^^" 'M:,V.l That's exactly what I did.

•:.̂§$>:*." *^W1 MR* S I RO T A : off the record.
22

(There is a short discussion off the record.)
23

Q Could you show how you arrived at
24 1,932, specifically? A All right

25
For Rockaway Township?
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Q For Rockaway Township.

A I'm sorry. It means taking the three hundred •

I*ra sorry, 3,481, which, is the allocation based on

4 jy&i development limit, divide that by 179,102,

multiplying that times 99,422.

MR. VECCHIO: What was that?

7
THE WITNESS: 99,422.

Q Where did the 99,422 come from?

A That's the total of the units not allocated

1 for Region 11.

Q So you are establishing Rockaway

12
Township's proportion and then multiplying that

13
the number of units not allocated?

14

A That's correct.

Q And the conclusion, presumably, from

16
that is 1,932? A Correct.

17
In J, there's a simple addition?

18
A Yes.

19
Now, for Column I, DCA and you are so

«. «,....„*._ -"•-• j assume, because you have increased the

••-*?"3Si?'Mi*̂ ft»M̂ s represented in A, B and D and E, but have not22
adjusted F? A Correct.

23
Q So there's nothing in particular about

24
this calculation which creates a differential, but

25
it's the underlying calculations?
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That's true.

48

Q Now, K is repeating the process,

&S&entially, that other municipalities have reached

th&i&'development limit? A K and L are

both a repeat of the same process. New Jersey DCA

did exactly the same thing, although it's not indicate

anywhere in their report, except on the footnote.

of units —

Q

allocated?

They completed a continual redistributio

A Yes.

—- until all the units have

A That's true.

Q All right. How did you arrive/at- "" . x

143 for Rockaway Township? Show me the actual ntttnberfe

again. I understand the process.

A It's the same process. You are taking this,

times 5,413, dividing it by 249,227, multiplying it

by 6,600.

Q

# Yes.

That's 14 3? A Yes.

M is, again, a total?

2 How did you arrive at 546 for Column N,

as in Nancy? DCA had 436.

A Column N is the lesser of either Column A or

Column B.

Q Why did you use that figure?
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A It's exactly the same process that New Jersey

DCA used.

Q
**«

Why did they use that?

P^flt is — it refers to — I'm sorry, what they

refer to as the indigenous 1970 share of housing needs

Q But hasn't that figure already been

included? No, because in Column C,

you have the difference between Column A and Column B.

Q And then, subsequently, you only used

the difference in adding figures?

A That's correct. >V.'•&'*-- " ""•**

Q O is, again, addition? -X-•* . . .

A For Rockaway Township, the indigenous share is'

546.

Q And Column O is adding —

A I'm sorry.

Q

Q

— N and M? Yes

Does DCA have an equivalent of Column P?

What had you done with Column P in those

^Jpalities where it was relevant?

A I subtracted it.

Q Where did you obtain that information?

A It's indicated in the report. You can find it,

actually, very quickly in Appendix E of the New Jersey
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1 DCA Allocation Report.

2 Q That's the May of '78 Report?

A .. Yes.

4 ' --".. Q When is that information valid? What

** date is that information in Appendix E?

A It comes from a 1970 report of — I'm sorry,

7
1978 report of New Jersey DCA.

8
Q The 1978 report of DCA you just mentioned,

9
is that the report you have in your hand, the May,

10

'78 report? A No, Appendix E is

taken from a 1978 report prepared by New Jersey E>CA,

12
Q Is that the original source of that*

13 :

information? A I believe so."
14

Q And what was the effective date of that
15

information contained in the earlier 1978 report?
16

A I'm not sure.
17

Q Do you have that report with you?
18

A I'm not sure.
19

- •*#•£.•> :«- - MR. SIROTA; Strike the question.
on ^ ^ ^ ^ . - ^ : £

i ,'c ;^ii^W-' Q You are saying you don't have it with

22
Q It says, "Assisted Units since 1969."

23
Does that mean since 1969, up to the

24
date which, that information we just discussed is valicf?

25
A Yes.
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Q And what assisted units are included,

^ ail k as si s ted uni t s ? A It's

in the footnote on Page 12, Section 8,

feimsiirig Assistance, Section 236, Public Housing

Units produced since 1969.

Q So, then, are you taking the position

that assisted units represent a municipality's meeting

some of its allocation goals?

A Could you repeat the question?

Q You are subtracting assisted units from

the resulting allocation, are you not?

Yes.

Q Is that because you believe that assisted

units represent a municipality meeting its housing

allocation goals, to that degree?

Yes.

Q Is that the only item that you subtract

from resulting allocations? A Yes

>&fet̂ Sfci; Q S° is it your opinion that the only way

can meet — or any of the municipalitie

defendants in this matter have, in fact, met

their housing allocation goals is by having assisted

units in the municipality?

A Subtracting thatfigure does not imply that, no

Q You feel there are other ways
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municipalities have met their housing allocation goals

municipalities which are defendants in this action?

.A: I don't know.

A

A

Q

No.

Q

Have you made a study of that?

Why do you subtract assisted units?

The information was available. I thought it

was a fair thing to do.

Q And Q, final allocation, is simply

subtracting the assisted units from the final

allocation? Yes.

Q What kind of things do you think a

municipality may have done in the past so as to

deserve a reduction of its housing allocation?

A If it provided units that were available to

low and moderate income households.

Q Those are units as described in your

r*1?*

September, 1979 report? Do you have.a copy of your

September, 1979 report with you?

am; Yes.

22

23

24

25

M*z»?£''' Okay. Now, repeat the question, please?

MR. SIROTA: Can you read it back, pleas

(The following was read by the reporter:

"QUESTION: Those are units as described in yoi:

September, 1979 report? Do you have a copy of
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A

your September, 1979 report with you?")

No, I don't understand the question.

Q I have asked you, I believe, what a

municipality could have done to meet the housing

allocation goals that you have suggested. Your one

answer is subsidized housing. I asked you anything

else that can be done, and you said to provide or

have provided in the municipality housing suitable for

low and moderate income households ?

A Yes.

"%Q And my question: The one that--Jafs

you, housing suitable for low and moderate

households, you are referring to housing which is

the subject of your September, 1979 report?

A The question isn't accurate enough for me to

answer that. The report, the September report, does

compare housing costs and income, but there's no

description of units in the report.

Well, you have a description of housing,

two and a half times income. Is that correct?

Q And you have a description of quintiles

of income? A Yes.

Q Can you provide us with a price for

a house which you would consider suitable for a modera :e
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income person in July of 1978?

A I don't have that information, no.

Q What's your definition of a moderate

household as of July, 1978?

I haven't made those calculations.

Q Do you believe that to be correct?

A I believe it's suitable for the preparation as

to housing allocation. - ., .... '*" \>

Q What's the DCA figure for mode$:at^. ~ "

income households? A I just gave that

to you.

Q Yes, I know. A Les|s

than $8,567.

Q That's the 1969 figure?

A I believe so.

__-_ Q Can you bring that current, to 1978?

-" A'^,.,1' No.

Q So that, if Rockaway Township, the
municipality I represent, came to you and said we

are interested in meeting our housing allocation,

24
what is the price of a house that meets that -- the

goals that you are setting forth, can you provide them
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with an answer? A Not today, no.

Q Well, does sales price have anything to

'•'* "da with a house either meeting or not meeting the

"\ allocation assigned to a relevant municipality?

A Yes.

Q Could you explain the relationship?

A As it's explained in the September report,

a standard was used — is used in that report of

income persons. Is that right?

A The housing allocations? .?.,

Q Yes. A Yes.

Q If Rockaway Township says to you we don1

have your background and experience, tell us how much

does that house have to cost for it to meet our

allocation, what would your answer be, in July of 1978|?

A I don't have those figures.

**•• n So you are saying that you can't tell

what a house has to sell for in order

mm
S'W

w1si@&t the allocation? A That's true.

Q How is the defendant municipality to

meet the goal if the goal is defined in terms of sales

price of a house and that isn't being specific?

A It can be made specific.
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Q But you are not giving testimony for

that purpose? A No.

3̂-< / .-.•.' Q So you set up the housing allocations,

•„' ;.fb\x£'\)&bXLT portion of the testimony does not relate to

how one meets those allocations?

A That's correct.

MR. BISGAIER: Miss Brooks' testimony

is going to be based upon the reports that she

has already submitted. Asking her to character

them is one thing. Asking what they mean, you

can read them. She has an extensive report

which details how she believes housing X •

opportunity can be made available for low and

moderate income households.

MR. SIROTA: I'm not sure what all that

means. My question is: If we have to meet

a goal, this witness — I'm not going to argue

with you, Carl. The witness has answered the

k question. That's fine.

Q Do you want to amend your answer in any

22

23

24

25

Q

No.

The quintile brakes for the Newark SMSA,

they were published, those figures, in 1976?

A They were published on the date of that one pag

sheet I showed you.

ze
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MR. SIROTA: I don't have the page.

Mr. Bisgaier, you have the documents, I believe

that were marked for identification.

MR. BISGAIER: No. No.

A January, 1978.

And they were based on 1976 information?

Yes.

Q Where does theinformation come from?

The census.

A

Q

No

Q

The 1970 Census or —

— the '75 — A'-, *>:

they do periodic updates or various other reports.

Q Well, what was the census report which

is the basis for these figures?

A I gave that to you. The Current Population

Reports, Consumer Income, Series P-60,109.

Q Were those projections based on the

Census or based on actual information received

A I believe neither, but

sure.

Q Can you explain what it is?

I think they are actually updated information,

but I'm not sure of the date.

Q By "updated," you mean that they actuall
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receive the raw information as to income?

58

A * I believe so.

!'\--*S -*'Q Anywhere in the December reports, have

broken down sales prices for homes themselves into

quintiles or quarters or anything of that nature?

A If I understand your question, that is what

is presented on Page 6 and 7.

Q So Pages 6 and 7 represent — well,

describe to me what Pages 6 and 7 represent because it

sounds like they mean something different

thought they meant.

A It is a presentation of housing

identified in the report by quintile break, also

identified in the.report. So that it shows the

proportion of homes sold during that one year period

by quintile break, which is by income break, at either

two times that income or two and a half times that

income.

Q The sales price of a house you have

22

23

24

25

ed, in every case, is the sales price?

No, it is the actual price.

Q So that, for example, for Boonton, those

in Quintile 2 could have afforded 3.6% of the total

number of houses sold during that year?

A That's correct, at two- times income.
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Q Did you make any effort to adjust the

Xft-'fiB&income figures to reflect the '77-'78 sale prices

houses? A I did not.

Q So you compared the '76 income to the

•77-'78 sale prices? A That's corre

Q Why did you do that?

A That was the information that was available.

Q Now, when we discussed previously the

raw information sent to you by the Public Advocate

relating to apartments, you advised that

information that resulted from a survey don«j|:l9̂ r t̂ e.-/ ,

Public Advocate. Which data did you receiv^jironf the

New Jersey Division on Civil Rights and the Morris

County Planning Board?

A That is the same data.

Q Well, who prepared that data?

The Public Advocates.

Q Well, what information do you have as to

y prepared that information?

They — as it indicates right here in the

*s, they prepared that information — they

prepared the data I received from information received

from the New Jersey Division on Civil Rights and the

Morris County Planning Board.

Q What information from the New Jersey
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1 Division on Civil Rights?

2 A The information given me is the information I

* ',$f&/'\\ h&%fcL*|&own you already.
-. i *"'J-,' l'-%i'f:' x v "

^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ . Q DO yOU know what information they

5
utilized from the New Jersey Division on Civil Rights?

6
A NO.

7
Q Do you know what information they

8
utilized from the Morris County Planning Board?

9
A No.

10
MR. SIROTA: May I have, once ^gajpi^ the

items marked for identification which
12

supplied to you by the Public Advocate
1 3 • -. -'. •-.-. *

to rental?
14

MR. BISGAIER: Off the record a second.
15

(There is a short discussion off the record.)
16

(There is a short recess.)
17 Q All right. A I have

18
something I would like to clarify.

19

Q Go right ahead.

During the break, it occurred to me that I

ou are probably confusing some of the answers
22 ^•"•^-^--'*-- —

I've given you, in that we were talking about some
23

different reports. The New Jersey DCA identified
24

income limits for low and moderate income persons,
25

and we have discussed that in prior depositions, and
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23

24

25

I did indicate in the prior depositions and in these

reports that, while I have incorporated those limits

in.,^r adjusting their allocations, I do, at the same

^think those are low, as are the estimates for

the income limits for low and moderate income. Now,

that is stated in my report, an evaluation of the

New Jersey DCA Report.

In addition to that, we have been talking also

about the September report that I've issued, which,

for analysis purposes, identifies a common standard.

of two to two and a half times income for

costs. That*s really sort of a separate set Xif

and they are used in this report for evaluating the

relationship between income and housing costs.

As we have talked about it before and as I

indicated today, although I'm not sure you understood

that, it is easy to identify the -- a standard for the

income limits for low and moderate income. And what

about before is utilizing the limits

rated by HUD in the Section 8 Program, and

public information, which you can get as easy

as I can. It is generally 50% for very low and 80%

for lower persons, of the SMSA median annual income.

I said that backwards. Do you want me to redo

that?
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Q 80% for moderate?

They use different terms, very low or low.

Q What is your opinion? Is it 80% for

A Were I to redo the report,

I would use those figures as suitable, as a definition

for low and moderate income households.

Now, I don't have those figures with me today.

Q

No.

You don't have the figures?

Q And that's 80% of the average

The median annual income.

Q Median? A

fe?,;

Q And what is the latest SMSA median income

That's whatfigure, for what year? A

I don't have with. me.

Q Do you know what year it is?

A Well, HUD uses that figure for its Section 8

Housing Assistance Program, and it is printed each yea

could obtain a copy for what they are using thik

£ Q So is it your testimony that, if one

took the 1978 figure and multiplied it by 80%, —

A I missed the first part of your sentence.

Q If one took the 197 8 Section 8 figure

for median income in the Newark SMSA and multiplied it
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Section 8 figure is? A I don't.

There's really one other point. I don't want
V*JL- ^ *"«

j& ,*" * tcf j&fcstrepresent what that other December report is.

^f|;-The report, as I submitted it, is a summary of the

types of programs that jurisdictions or municipalities

can undertake to provide lower cost ,housing, and my

testimony will include information taken from that

report.

Q Why are there not enough homes availabe

for low and moderate income persons in Morri^ Caun&y?

A Because homes are not being provided

that low and moderate income households can !

Q Why is that the case? "*'"

A There are numerous reasons. I can list some

that I believe are very likely to be the case.
Q Well, do you know what the reasons are?

A I've not studied that, no.

Q So you cannot testify as to why homes

and moderate income persons are not being

in sufficient quantity in Morris County?

MR. BISGAIER: Is your question as a

result of a specific study that she has done or

MR. SIROTA: My question is quite clear,

I think. It's not intended to be limited.

I will not be testifying to that.
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by 80%, one would arrive at the maximum for moderate

income households? A You are confusing

•-ife&vllttle. The Section 8 income limits are 80% of

fctMBtflf&SA median income.

Q Why didn't you utilize those figures in

your September report? A Because I

felt the quintile analysis was a useful way to show

the distribution of housing costs.

Q Well, is someone in the third quintile

a low or moderate income person?

A It's generally the first and second

Q So that, if we assumed, and ij

asking you to stick by this assumption, that the

Section 8 figure for moderate income was $10,000,

then the home would have to cost either $20,00 or

$30,000?

question.

I'm sorry. I missed the

MR. BISGAIER: 20 or 25

MR. SIROTA: Thank you.

Q If we assumed that the Section 8 figure

for moderate income was 10,000, then the

home for that moderate income person would have to be

$20,000 or $25,000. Is that correct?

A That's correct.

Q Do you recall approximately what the
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Q Well, is it your belief that there are

certain impediments to the construction of low and

• .v •* Jfcoderate income housing in Morris County?

!>'J. A > Yes.

Q What are those impediments?

A I believe that zoning ordinances, in a variety

of ways, apply requirements to the construction of

housing that increases the cost of that housing.

Q Do you believe that to be the major

impediment to the construction of low and

income housing? A Yes.

Q What other impediments are thGre? •

A To the construction of low and moderate --

Q Low and moderate income housing in

Morris County. A A lack of planning

for and encouraging the construction of lower cost

housing, the failure to utilize all available resource

for lower cost housing.

Q By "available resources," you mean variotas

1 programs, Federal and State programs, the ones

cussed in your December report?

A That's correct.

Q But you feel that zoning is the largest

impediment? A You asked me if tha

was the major one. I believe it is.
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Q Do you feel it's the largest impediment?

.A I don't know what "largest" means there.

Well, greater weight than any of the

A Where the zoning is

preventing the construction of lower cost housing, yes.

Q And do you believe that the zoning

in the defendant municipalities provides such an

impediment? A Yes.

Q So, then, is it fair to say that, with

respect to the defendant municipalities, you believe

zoning to be the largest single impediment

construction of low and moderate income houq||p£?..'

A In a sense, yes.

Q Are there any zoning ordinances in

Morris County which, you believe do not provide an

impediment to the construction of low and moderate

income housing? A I don't know.

Q Have you reviewed any of the zoning

^.ordinances in Morris County?

23

24

25

MR. SIROTA: Carl, what I would like

to ask, we have arranged this in the past,

rather than me taking all the documents that

we have marked for identification, that you kee

them in your possession, or Miss Brooks can keep
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them in her possession, so long as they are

67

available to any of the defendants to make copi

' i'y: of course, at their own expense, on short notic

; .. • Is that agreeable?

MR. BISGAIER: Yeah.

MR. SIROTA: I have no additional

questions.

CROSS EXAMINATIONBY MR. BISGAIER:

Q There are a couple of things that I

would just like to clarify for the record. Oite is:

The methodology that you utilized for Rockaw&y Townshit

was the same for every township in doing your adjusted

fair share allocations on the DCA Plan. Is that corre

A That's correct.

Q The 50%, 80% of the median that you

referred to as the Section 8 criteria, are there other

criteria for other Federal programs that are in need,

of Governmental assistance in order to obtain housing

A Virtually every

and most State housing assistance programs hav

income limits attached to them.

Q And you believe that those guidelines

essentially reflect households in need of Governmental

assistance, whether it be through planning, zoning or
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and the Morris County Planning Board. Is that right?

A That*s correct.

T ' ' Q In what years were the Morris County

Board and Division on Civil Rights rental

figures valid? A The rental figures

indicated in the report you are looking at is based

on the survey from the Public Advocates, done for

July, 1979.

Q Did the Public Advocate do it in July

of 1979, or did they communicate to you information

which was valid in July of 1979?

A I don't know. '•'•&'.

MR. BISGAIER: Do you want to know?

MR. SIROTA: Yes.

MR. BISGAIER: Basically, at Miss Brooks

direction, we received, from the Civil Rights

Division, which has an annual reporting

requirement for all of large multi family

_,.-̂: _. structures in New Jersey, their listing of all

v•*•?:!??' multi family units that had reported. That was

l[''-z-~^~h then matched against whatever available

information was obtainable from the Morris Coun

Planning Board as to multi family structures

in the County, and that was double checked

against phone call surveys of the specific unitb
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as to what their rentals were. If you have

ever seen a Civil Rights Division report, it

contains information as to bedrooms, contains

information as to racial characteristics of

occupants and information as to minorities,

which are provided by the multi family unit

owner, as well as how they advertise what

their vacancy rate is and things like that;

basically, an attempt by the State to monitor

the Civil Rights Law. ,-•>.

MR. SIROTA: How did you obtain tHafc

information ? .. • ".•-s<y

MR. BISGAIER: That's public information

Those are public records. It is a State

requirement that these reports be submitted and

filed on an annual basis.

MR. SIROTA: Which regulation? The

Statute doesn't provide that.

MR. BISGAIER: It's a regulation by the

.. M' Division of Civil Rights under the Statutes.

•/''}*>•'•'*"? ~f£'*/?The Statute is subject to some substantial

litigation, which has upheld the Division's

right to obtain the information.

MR. SIROTA: And the figures were good

for what year?
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1979.

!r ••£??•

MR. BISGAIER: They were good for early

THE WITNESS; '79.

MR. BISGAIER: That's the time of

reporting.

MR. SIROTA: All right. I have no

further questions. Thank you.

MR. BISGAIER: Off the record.

(There is a short discussion off the record.)

(Mr. Sirota leaves the deposition.) '£&..

(.There is a luncheon recess.) '.V-J;.''-.

*•*,

CROSS EXAMINATION BY MR. VECCHIO: w ^

Q Miss Brooks, my name is Joe Vecchio.

I'm going to ask you some questions. As I've

indicated to Carl, a lot of my questions may be stupid,

and that's essentially because of the fact that they

are a product of my lack of understanding of many of

your..reports and, to an extent, may be a lack of

of the parameters of this whole case.

If there are any questions that I ask

you that you don't understand, please tell me, and

I'll attempt, at least, to rephrase them so you do

understand them.

One of the basic things that I would like
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to get an understanding of is: What is, in your

opinion, a housing region?

The — I guess the definition of a housing

can change depending on the purpose for which

one wants to define the region. I think, for the

purposes of this — the matter before us, the definition

of a housing region is one that should be appropriate

for a housing allocation plan, and that's discussed,

to some extent, in the reports. I have talked about

it generally as representing an area where

there would be a balance between areas of homing freed
-• } • • -

and concentrations of housing conditions tha^V^eed: f

improvements and those areas that could assume greater

responsibility for providing housing for those

households

Q Okay. So the elements that you have

referred to, and, essentially, I'm going to be

paraphrasing this, are an area where there should be

of need, corrections :of needed improvements

in that area, and areas where greater

sibility should be imposed. Is that correct?

A I think that's the major factor in delineating

a region for a housing allocation plan.

Q Okay. Now, are the housing regions

co-terminus with political boundaries?
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A The — I think it's probably in the first repor:

I^suJbinitted. I think that factor is important.

... Q And can you tell me why the factor of

political boundaries is important in the establishment

of a housing region? A Really, for

a couple of reasons. One, it makes the data used in

the preparation of, let's say, a housing plan or repor

much more accessible or usable. It also assists in

defining responsibilities for implementing a housing

:s

plan.

formed?

, '•'<': * ;

Do you know when Roxbury Tovmtif&jj-/Spis

Q

No.

Do you know when the boundaries ĉ f

Roxbury Township were established?

A NO.

Q Do you know whether the boundaries of

Roxbury Township were ever changed?

No.

Do you know whether Mount Arlington

a part of Roxbury Township?

No.

22

23

24

25

Q Do you know when the boundary line

between Hopatcong Borough and Jefferson Township was

changed, thereby changing the County line between

Sussex and Morris County? A No.
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you know, what the DCA did. What I'm essentialy

concerned about is that you are using Region 11 as a

£%F49&« I S t n a t correct? A Yes.

,' >W4, * Q What I would like to know from you,then,

based upon your opinion, is: Why do you conclude that

all of Roxbury Township has to be located within Region

11?

22

23

24

25

MR. BISGAIER: I think she already had

testified at previous depositions that she

believed that Region 11 was reasonably Jor the

purposes that DCA was using it, in e

she thought it should be a larger r

that. We are going over matters that have

already been testified to.

MR. VECCHIO: I hate to belabor it,

Carl, you know, she may have provided it before

but I don't know whether it was the same question

that I'm asking. You know, essentially, what

I would like to know is: In her opinion, if

she has one, what are her planning considerations

f- that include all of Roxbury Township in Region

II as opposed to 50% of it, 90% of it?

Q Can you answer that?
MR. BISGAIER: She can answer that. I

was just saying it seemed to follow, from her
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acceptance of Morris County in its entirety being

part of a region, that all of Roxbury, which is 100%

located within Morris County, would also reasonably

-b<$ contained in it.

Q Can you answer it?

THE WITNESS: I go ahead and answer it?

MR. BISGAIER: Yes.

A Well, it's essentially that. I think, in

delineating the region, it's appropriate to have

Morris County in Region 11, and Roxbury

as Carl just indicated, does lie completely

Morris County. In addition to that or

elaborate a bit, I think the evidence would have'̂ to be

overwhelming to justify the division of a political

jurisdiction in the delineation of a planning region.

Q All right. Could I ask you this questioji

In the event that Roxbury Township seceded from Morris

County and became part of Sussex County, would it be

is region, or would it not be, from a planning

int and based upon your opinion? The boundary

etween the counties changed once.

MR. BISGAIER: I'm not sure what the

thrust of that question was. If it was not

within Morris County and not within the county

of Region 11, DCA would not have included it
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retained the use of Region 11, which incorporated all

of Morris County and not counties beyond that. If

HRoxbiiry Township were not in Morris County, it would

not;Js*e included.

Q I see. A That is not

the same as saying that one could define another regio^i

for the purposes of the Housing Allocation Plan that

might be larger or different than Region 11.

Q Is it possible that a region could be

defined that would be somewhat smaller than ''mjjK&ix* **'*

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
that would include Roxbury Township and

12
A What do you mean by "possible"? i&< -..-'•

13 0,

Q "Possible," I guess, means that can
14

possibly happen. Is it possible to do so?

A It is possible to do that.

Q Did you consider —

MR. BISGAIER: Before you ask another

question, I think you should clarify whether

Miss Brooks is saying she thinks something

possible is the same thing as Miss Brooks sayinjg

it is acceptable from her perspective as a

planner.

MR. VECCHIO: I'm getting to that. I

wouldn't leave it off there. You know me bette

than that.
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Q Now, did you consider, in the preparatio

of your reports, any other regions, aside from Region

11.?--,.. A I — in evaluating the New Jersey

DCA's Housing Allocation Report, I did look at several

other possible regions.

Q And what were those regions that you

did, in fact, look at? A I'm not

sure I'm going to remember this.

Q Well, to the best of your recollection.

A DCA itself, in its working paper, goes*1|toough

and evaluates a variety of alternative

obviously, in looking at that report, I wenfj

the same kind of evaluation.

Q And what were the other possible regions

that you explored in performing this evaluation?

A The ones I recall that were either discussed in

that report or that I looked at was using the entire

State as a region, using Tri-State Regional Planning

ion's portion of New Jersey, using standard

litan statistical areas or SMSA's, some differe

that had been considered by different departme

in the State; for instance, the Department of

Environmental Protection delineated a different region

for its 208 Plan, individual counties as regions, the

New York-Northeast New Jersey standard consolidated ar

ts
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which Is another statistical geographic delineation.

Q Now, aside from the individual counties

, did any of these other regions that you

considered cover less area than Region 11, as delineat

by the DCA? A Yes.

Q And which ones were they that encompasse

less area than Region 11? A The SMA's

would — the — I'm sorry, as I recall, some of the

regions discussed by New Jersey DCA, as defined by

other departments in the State, were either, sightly

different or smaller — . . * . » .

Q And you —
| ^ | ^ ^ ^ g i | D n

11.
Q Okay. You rejected all of those in

favor of the DCA Region 11. Is that correct?

A For the purposes of adjusting the Housing

Allocation Plan, yes.

Q Was there any particular reason why you

eS|epted Region 11 as opposed to any of the other

ygjJpLons that you had looked at in your preliminary

investigations? A Yes.

Q And what were those reasons?

A For the purposes of adjusting the New Jersey

DCA Housing Allocation Plan, it was, obviously,

expedient to use the same region, and that was one
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A What do you mean by "can"? Is it possible?

Q Do you have a copy of the December 14th

"report? A Yes.

•? ^-^^f'Q Could you get it out, please?

A (Witness complies.)

Q This is DB-3. Now, you had different

population figures in this report. Is that right?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Now, using those different

population figures, would that result in a different

allocation to Roxbury Township than the 4,225? «-'\ \
• - " '--..'i1

A Yes, it would. fl.,\ ' -%'

Q Could you do that for me and teli tfte

how that would — what that result would be for

Roxbury Township? A No. The reason thi

report is an abbreviation, in order to do that

calculation, it requires going through all the

calculations that I went through this morning again,

Jiat is a process which I didn't have time to

You didn't do it.

Well, could you tell me approximately

Q

how much a reduction there would be for Roxbury TownshJLp?

Is there some way you can do that based on these

population figures? You could do
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Q What is the population projection by the

one that you said, the ODEA one?

23
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25

That's No. 4 in that report?

A No. For what? Could you restate your question?

You said the ODEA one was the most

recent one, and I assume that's a reliable one. Is

that correct? A Yes. What I just

said, is in addition to that, this column here indicated

as 208 is based on the same population

There are some different assumptions in

estimates.

Q In your expert opinion, which one, which

population projection, should I use to determine what

the need is for Roxbury Township? Referring to DB-3,

you have a Series 2 with a little 1 after it, you have

a 208, and you have an ODEA 03. They all have different

total numbers at the bottom. Which one should I use,

opinion? Can I go off the

Yes. Oh, you want to ask Carl something

Yeah.

Q Sure.

(There is a short discussion off the record.)

Q Do you understand the question, Miss Brooks?
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sotnsijpat- Is that right?
5c,

mean̂  by "need"?

What do you

Q Need for housing in the area. The

population is less. I assume you need less houses?

A As projected.

Q Then, as projected by you in your origin*

report, that came up with 4,225?

A That is correct.

Q That is correct.

Why didn't you use the ODEA

even lower? Why do you choose the middle one instead

of the lowest one? The 208 — and we

have gone over this already. The 208 population

projections incorporate some assumptions about future

development in the region that, for the most part —

MR. VECCHIO: Could we go off the record

^$j£M^ for a

(There is a short discussion off the record.)

l (Mr. Eisdorfer leaves the deposition.)

Q Why didn't they — why didn't you use

the ODEA one instead of the 208 one?

A I think there are two reasons. One, at the

time I prepared the adjustments to New Jersey DCA, the^e
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A That's correct

Q Why would you not recommend the use of

population projection now instead of the

sed upon the assumptions that you — instead of

the 208? A The 20 8 and the ODEA are

Let me finism

the same population projections.

Q They are? A

But in the 208 —

Q Go ahead.

A — figures, there have been some adju^^^^^s^i^.

made to the basic population projections.

just answered for you, those adjustments t;

account some assumptions about developing patterns in

the State.

Q Have you ever been in Roxbury Township?

Yes.

Q

When?

Why did you go there?

I don't remember

1 drove around the County to look at various

Jjof the County and to observe development pattern

2 What did you look at in Roxbury? Do

you remember? A Nothing in particular

The driving around was merely driving around.

Q Did you stop anywhere in Roxbury?

A Not that I recall.
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Q Do you know anyone who has?

Por a housing plan?

I Q Yes. A Not that I

can recall.

MS. MC DERMOTT: Before we go on, can

you just clarify? Was that question with respect

to municipal boundaries or county boundaries?

MR. VECCHIO: Just boundaries in general.

MS. MC DERMOTT: Just boundarie^W/V.? •'->,...

Is there any particularQ

infirmity to a definition of a housing regiclg

does not take into consideration political! boundaries

A I believe the two that I indicated before when

you asked a very similar question.

Q You mean availability of data and the

other one? A Being able to identify

responsibility for implementing a plan.

Q I see. How would that be pertinent,

ibility for implementation of the plan, if a

d you expound on that just a little bit? I hav

some difficulty with that.

A Planners like to think that the plans they

develop are going to be implemented. And without beinc

able to identify either agencies or units of government
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1 that will take on responsibility for that plan, there

2
• jjli- t»f%k&&£*£&:% often very little hope that the plans will be

..̂  Q Assume — and, you know, from your

5
standpoint, I know that you don't believe it. But

6
assume that only 50% of Roxbury Township were in Regiô i

7
11. What's the difficulty with reference to the

8
implementation of the plan? A If

9
— obviously, it could still be implemented by Roxbury

10
Township. I guess I have never heard of a T

* r.

11 *v
that was willing to undertake the implementation o-f

12
housing plan for a portion of its jurisdicti^sV "|

13 *
Q Well, assume that the Court in this

14
particular instance — assume that Region 11 bisected

15
15 municipalities and 8 counties and the Court made

16
a determination that those particular areas have to

17
provide X number of low and moderate income units.

18
What is the problem with reference to the implementation?

19
As I indicated, it could still be implemented

Q It could be. So that's not a defect to

definition of a region, then. Is that correct?

As I indicated, I'm going to stick by what I

said, I still think that is a weakness in the definition

of a region. I don't think that's ideal nor desirable

Q Do you know where the New Jersey
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1 Meadowlands are? A Generally.

Q Now, do you have any idea as to how many

/' 'f.̂'jbfes -Will be created in the New Jersey Meadowlands

2

4 --^^^ ^ t o d a y. s d a t e a n d X990?

5
No.
Q Did you do any studies with reference

7 to that? A No.

8
Do you know whether there will be any

9
jobs created in that area as opposed to five or 10?

10 A As I recall, in material I've read, i£

** substantial.

12

13

25

Q And are the Meadowlands essentially

located in Region 11? A Yes.
14

Q And has the development been taken into
15

consideration by you with reference to the proposed
population growth of Morris County?

A I'm sorry. Repeat the question, please.

18
MR. VECCHIO: Off the record.

19 (There is a short discussion off the record.)

Has that development been taken into

by you with reference to the population
22

growth of Morris County? A In the reports
23

that I've prepared to date, no. As I've indicated,
24

in a discussion I had in depositions earlier, in
comparing the three population projections, the 208 Pic n
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does take that into account.
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Q
•-X'

Do you know what the proposed projected

will be of the Meadowlands by 1990?

/Jji' "-•'*, No. I have read that, but I don't recall.

Q Do you know what percentage of housing

provided for in the Meadowlands will be, if you will,

least cost housing? And, then, the second question

will be low and moderate income housing. If you can

remember them both, you can answer them both at the

same time.

A I don't know.

Q You don't know?

Q Is it not a pertinent area of inquiry in

developing a housing allocation plan?

A A housing allocation plan sets forth the, for

lack of a better word, responsibility of jurisdictions

to meet the housing need that has been identified.

The extent of which lower cost housing may be provided

a proposed development would be relevant to

the goals of that plan, but not necessarily in

Reparation of that plan.

Q Well, assuming — see, this is, again,

where I get confused. But assuming that the Meadowlands

was going to provide 20,000 least cost units between

today's date and 1990, would that affect your determinatio
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in any respect with reference to the allocation to

municipalities in Morris County and particularly

MR. BISGATER: Did you say least cost?

A No.

Q

MR. VECCHIO: Least costf yes

It would not.

Okay. Then, let*s make the number 100,0b0

Would that affect your opinion as to the amount of

housing that Roxbury Township should provide of the

i,. '•>

least cost or low and moderate income nature?? •*̂  ';

' • < • , % • •

A No. 7/%£^-.\

Q And if it were 200,000, your answer

still remain no? A That's correct.

Q And it wouldnft matter how much was

provided for in the Meadowlands. Is that correct?

A That's correct.

Q And yet Roxbury Township, in your opinio|n

is J-B̂  the same Region 11 as the Meadowlands. Is that

A That is correct.

Now, could you tell me if a municipality

such as Hackensack provides for its fair share of

23

24

25

least cost housing?

question, I guess.

A I missed the

Q Hackensack is in Region 11, is it not?
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at the appropriate information.

97

Q If you have it with you, please feel

A No, I don't. I would

v assume that a jurisdiction such as Newark, for instances,

has provided —

Q More than its fair share?

A That's possible,

22

23

24

25

Q You say "That's possible." You asked

me what I meant by "possible" before. May I ask you

what you meant by "Possible"? £ ..*•-.

A It's possible because I don't have the data her

It seems to me very possible, probable. ". ?N:; ? :! .••

Q Now, if there are municipalities tfiat

provide, if you will, more than their "fair share of

least cost housing" within the region, does that, in

your opinion, affect the amount that should be provide

for by other municipalities in the region?

A That's a difficult question to answer. The

re allocations are the result of identifying

d that exists for lower cost housing,

jafcions to jurisdictions will continue as long

as that need remains.
Q Generally, and without even being

precise, approximately how many did you say were needed

in Morris County by 1990? And I'm not holding you to
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i -

•"'*•-"" * jj

Q Now, again, then, if, by way of example,

a hypothetical again, there are a couple of

r- in the County that provide more than their fair

.' share of least cost housing, why canrt I get credit

for a little bit of that, using "I" in terms of Roxbury

Township? A I really don't know how

to answer It, other than the way I answered it. I meaji,

obviously, one could develop a plan where that were

the case. The whole basis for the housing allocation

plan is so that does not occur, that jurisdictions

cooperate in providing housing, and they do~^o on. some

rational basis. The housing allocation

attempt to define that basis. So while one could'

develop a plan or decide the jurisdictions got credit

for what other jurisdictions did, it is not achieving

the objectives of the housing allocation plan.

Mount Arlington is not part of this laws lit,

is it? A No.

Q Okay. Did you do a partial analysis

ome of the municipalities that are not part of

A What do you mean by

"partial analysis"?

Q Did you determine whether they provide

their fair share or they provide more than their fair

share; as to Mount Arlington, as a specific example?
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does. This is a figure that represents an allocation

of units for low and moderate income persons to the

V
Right.

jurisdiction.

Q Right.

— by

It is not

an indication of whether or not that jurisdiction will

or will not meet that allocation, has or has not met

that allocation, or has any intention or not of meeting

that allocation.

Q So, then, going down to Roxbuir§|$Je&ms

you have a number of 4,225, right? -A

A Okay. " ' "? '•••'

Q And the same comments apply to the 4,225

as apply to the 499? That's correct.

22

23

24

25

MR. BISGAIER: I think you may be —

just for clarification purposes, she has already

testified previously that, as to whether a

municipality is providing or meeting its fair

*. share, one would look to see whether there is

U subsidized housing or other units in the

municipality since 1970, which has been provided

for low and moderate income persons. Is that

what you are asking her?

MR. VECCHIO: Pretty much.
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A

Q But in your opinion, there is no norm?

What do you mean by "norm"?

Q Any average or, if you will, ideal,

from a planning standpoint, time period of travel

from one's home to one's job?

MR. BISGAIER: Are you asking for a

statistical norm, or are you asking for a

planning norm?

MR. VECCHIO: Planning opinion on it.

A For statistical purposes, a planner cptoi identif

statistically an average for a region or sofil̂  ofcheir

statistical midpoint and — ''&. "• t̂ -

Q Do you — I'm sorry.

A And could use that figure in delineating a

journey to work figure. I have not done one for this

region and, in fact, have not seen one.

Q Have you ever used such a theory?

No.

Is there some reason why such a theory

from a planning standpoint?

ap What do you mean "planning standpoint"?

For the purpose —

Q To delineate a region.

A For a housing plan?

Yes. A There are complicating
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factors that result from using that as a basis for

104

22

23

24

25

dellrijeating a region in that it limits what is, in

fact /the case in that we can document — let's say

- we dc£ choose an average or a midpoint commuting time

or distance. We know, in fact, that that is not the

case. In addition to that, that factor changes easily

by the extension of rail lines or the completion of a

highway or the expansion of a highway, the extension o

bus lines. It can alter commuting patterns dramatical

for the region.
V-

\ * -". •' "*•*

Q But would it be appropriate to*.lose...that

method to define a region at a particular

time and then redefine the region based upon the

improved modes of transportation that you speak of?

A For the purposes of preparing a housing plan?

Q Yes, ma'am. A I need the

beginning part of your question again.

MR. VECCHIO: Could you read it back,

following was read by the reporter:

£ "QUESTION: But would it be appropriate to use

that method to define a region at a particular

moment in time and then redefine the region

based upon the improved modes of transportatior

that you speak of?")
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1 A I do not think that's appropriate, delineating

2 I a region for a housing plan.

3 - ?£• ••. t ...V. Q Would you take into consideration, in

^ x.'- _*". delineating a region for a housing plan, how far somebody

had to travel to work? A I think it is

6
a consideration, yes.

7
Q Would you take into consideration for

8
low and moderate income families, the cost involved in

o

their transportation? A For delineating

a region for a housing plan?

Q Yes, ma'am. A

12
Q Are land costs different in

13 ' * & ; - r ; ; ••

towns within Region 11? A I assiime so.
14

Q Have you, at any time, discussed this
litigation with Mr. Malech? A Yes

16
Q When is the last time you discussed it

17
with him, approximately? A I believe

18
sometime in January.

19
I Q Did you discuss with Mr. Malech the

^

f^mJ^f&ti^^t of his report dated December 10, 1979?

Q Can I show you a copy of that report?

I'm referring to Mr. Malech's report

' dated December 10, 1979
25

MR. VECCHIO: All I want to do is ask
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and the like. Miss Brooks does have available

to her the Morris County Planning Board map

of routes and major transportation faciliti

Ci*as. well as maps of roads and the like. If you

want her to look at those and then report to

you which roads go through or near Roxbury and

which public transportation facilities do, she

can. I did not ask her, for purposes of these

depositions to bone up on every stop on the

bus route or, you know, to refresh her,*., ;;
 ?

?' • " '~f:

recollection with regard to that,

information that probably has not

at for eight or nine months. Again, it seeniid

to me a relatively superfactual matter. Anybody

can look at a map.

MR. VECCHIO: I don't want her to look

over all that stuff. I wanted to know what

she knew about Roxbury.

MR.BISGAIER: I think, off the top of

flUfe her head, for all of the 27 municipalities,

ft it is not at her fingertips.

MR. VECCHIO: I'll ask her as to all

27 of them, then.

MR. BISGAIER: I'll make that

representation for all 27 to avoid, hopefully,
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redundant questions.

2
Off the record.

sfjfv.w* (There is a short discussion off the record.)

* .,v Q Are you ready?

A I've only taken a quick look at this. As I

6
understand it, I agree with it, yes.

7
You agree with the statement.

8
Okay. What municipalities in Morris

9
County are high demand areas for expensive housing?

10
A I don't know.

Q Is Roxbury Township a high dem4|i£ area

12
for expensive housing? A I ipSfî jg know

Q Do you know if Roxbury Township has a

14
high demand area for moderate and least cost housing?

15
A I don't know.

16
Q Do you agree with Mr. Malech's inference

17
that an unfair result could obtain in the implementati|on

of a fair share plan based on the demand areas; i.e.,
19

vleast cost or high cost housing in specific areas?

MR. BISGAIER: What unfair result?

MR. VECCHIO: That the least cost

town is going to get all least cost housing

2 3 MR. BISGAIER: You are saying it's

24

fair share?

Mr. Malech's view they will get more than their

25
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22

23

24

25

MR. VECCHIO: Yes

*»*if^,..,,
I'm sorry. I don't understand your question.

'j*^| f?t{f*Q Okay. Let's do it a different way.

Assuming that you have — take Essex Fells. That's

out of Morris County, but it's in the region. Are

you familiar with that municipality?

A Minimally.

Q Would you agree that it is a very

expensive municipality, land costs and housing costs

there are very expensive?

Q I didn't hear you.

Al̂ l right-

A All right. <v '"' H^

Q Okay. Would you say, that, if you

15 acres or 20 acres, in Essex Fells, for small units,

say, single family houses on 5,000 square foot lots,

they are going to cost a lot more than if you put them

in Roxbury Township?

MR. BISGAIER: Without any other control^

just merely zoning it that way?

MR. VECCHIO: Yes.

ifeiS^t I don't know.

Q You don't know.

What community are you aware of that has

the highest land costs of any community that you know

of and housing costs? I don't know
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Q How
your opinio

be some

n?

i n
California

particular town? A I don't know.

For instance, in Monterey, the costs are exorbitant.

Q Supposing they zoned, in Monterey, for

a 5,000 square foot lot with a 90C - *~^* house

on that lot. What would that house,
- -- ,,̂ r opinion?

v, in the category of
Q would it be in the

c o s t or moderate cost housing

Probably not ^ ^ t h a t y ou

n Now, what:
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cost and moderate cost housing?

A Probably.

''- ̂ "/,./Q Don't the same kinds of disparities

ê>p*kt within Region 11, maybe not to that degree, but

don't those disparities exist as to land cost?

A Probably.

Q Did you take those factors into

consideration in determining who would, in fact, end

up with the least cost and the moderate cost housing?

A In the development of the housing al

Q Yes.

MR. BISGAIER: Take which fac

consideration?

MR. VECCHIO: The land costs and housing

costs in the particular municipalities.

MR. BISGAIER: If the housing allocation

methodology took that into consideration?

MR. VECCHIO: No. I asked her if she

*^stook it into consideration.

S'I^S-^M ^ used the same methodology, in that respect,
Jersey DCA used. This kind of question was

22

23

24

25

~x%**
discussed in the very first deposition we had. The

preparation of the housing allocation plan, the method

that is employed in allocating the units after the

need has been identified does take into account certai

n?
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factors, and I would have to go back to the report to

identify them for you very clearly.

l*̂ -il-*V* "**''\rQ Bu"J: ̂ n y ° u r opinion, regardless of what

"'/'£4&6fc§jta£report says, in your opinion, should a factor of

that nature be taken into consideration in developing

an allocation plan? I don't care what the DCA Report

says. A It commonly is taken into

account, and it was in the New Jersey DCA Report,

and, yes, I do think it's appropriate.

Q Is there any way that you can ;^ia^ify

what the demand for expensive housing is in Mpacb̂ fef £

Township as it compares to, say, Boonton, Ri^a^d^lfe". -,

or Essex Fells? A

I have not done it.

I t could be done.

at all?

You didn't think that it was pertinent

No.

Are you aware of any intensive soil

removal operations that are or have taken place in

Township? A No.

Q Do you know what kind of industry is

in Roxbury Township? A No

Q Do you know of any communities in

Morris County that have a powder plant located within

them, as does Roxbury? A No.

Q Do you know how many communities, aside
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from Roxbury Township, have an extensive junkyard

113

located within it? No.

- Q Do you know how many communities in

^Sis .County, aside from Roxbury Township, have an

open air concrete plant located within its borders?

A No.

Q Going to your April report, the second

report in April, the long one, which runs from Pages

1 through 55, on Pages 19 through 25, you have a

graphic description of a quintile analysis for.

municipalities in Morris County. Is that corrjfect?* *

A Yes. ' :'.><.'-*

Q Okay. Now, in your opinion, wha€ 'IS--'

the ideal community on the quintile breakdown?

A The quintile breakdown doesnft — is not an

analysis that lends itself to defining ideal.

Q In your opinion, then, as a planner,

could you tell me what would be the best makeup of

nity from the quintile analysis? Should it be

the population? Should it be in each income

y? Is that your opinion?

A You asked me the same question. You just turned

the words around. That's not what the quintile analysis

does.

Q No, I know that's not what it does.
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A The purpose of the quintile analysis is to

enable one to compare relative proportions of the

within jurisdictions. It is not to set

up anything as an ideal. It is to set up a comparison.

Q But from your standpoint, what I'm askinc

you, in your opinion, if you had the best of what you

could possibly get, in your opinion, how would you like;

to see the municipalities in the County structured,

using the quintile analysis? Should it be 20% in each

category? Should it be 5% in one category and 90% in

another category or what? •/*'

A As I already answered you, I would not-

quintile analysis for identifying an ideal community

I don't think that's its function.

Q So is what you are telling me, then,

that certain communities could have, in your opinion,

from a planning standpoint and considering the concepts;

of the Mount Laurel decision, that it would be

appropriate planning for a community to have

% in the Quintile 4 and 5 and the remaining

-of percent in Quintiles 1, 2 and 3? That's

A No, I don'tappropriate planning?

think so.

Q What's inappropriate about it if the

quintile analysis is essentially irrelevant to the problem
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A I didn't say

ifere- to go to

115

. rpv,e — if one
was irrelevant. , The

ion, one should plan

exist.

Q
*. *->,=+• Roxburv Townshipin the event that Roxoury

moderate i

present time'

activities would be going on in Kox*

Q m the event that all
Q In th

sted allocation next year

;lyses? she already
MR. BISGAIER: I

answered that question.

MR. VECCHIO: If she did, I didn't get

it.
MR. BISGAIER: Wouldn't what is true foi

Roxbury be true for all of the other municipal

in the County?
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MR. VECCHIO: I don't know

22

23

24

25

'- , MR. BISGAIER: Isn't it obvious? It
-, -
>.- would depend on what the activity would be,

as to what impact it would have on the quintile

You are asking a rhetorical question based on

a mathematical analysis.

MR. VECCHIO: It isn't obvious to me.

As I said, some of my questions are dumb because;

I don't understand it.

A The quintile configuration would probefe

As I said, it's very difficult to identify

change would occur not knowing what else is:,J;4^^^

go on in any single jurisdiction, plus you must surely

recognize that the quintiles are based on a comparison

to a larger region. So what goes on in individual

jurisdictions affects what is true for that larger

region against which it is compared.

Q Now, in your report of September, 1979,

5 of that report, you conclude that dwelling

to serve the second quintile should be at a pri£e

50, maximum price. Is that correct?

A Using the figure two and a half times income,

Q Two and a half times income.

Which figure do you prefer, two times

or two and a half times? Which one do you think is
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I mean, it's a substantial difference.

A I don't think "right" is. the correct word to

• v :I lise the two to show the difference, and the

nr$s are based on <-- J juean the rules of thumb are

based on mostly what criterion is used. Possibility

of obtaining a mortgage, at this point, two and a

half times income may be in more common usage.

Q I am sure you have been asked this

question before, but if you can, can you tell me whethei

you send bills out for an apartment unit for .^^# than

$12,800, $16,000, $22,600 and $28,250?

A Your question is imprecise without loca

If you can make it more precise, I don't know" the

answer.

A

Q You do not know the answer?

No.

Q Have you ever done any studies with

reference to construction costs?

No.

A

You do not know whether one can construct

family dwelling house of 900 square feet on

square foot lot in Rojcbury Township, for $28,25(

That's correct.

Q And is it your opinion that it might be

possible to construct such a dwelling house in Roxbury.
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Township? I don't know

(There is a short recess.)

^fc, Q T n e number of units that you propose for

Township is 4,225 by 1990, correct, Miss Brookis?

Yes.

Q Now, how much of an increase in

population would that be to Roxbury Township if the

4,225 units were provided by 1990?

A That can be estimated multiplying that by some

household size.

Q And isn't the household size

used in your report of December 14, 1979, at Pi

2.83 persons per household?

A I believe so.

Q And would that result in a population

increase to Roxbury Township, by the year 1990, of

11,956 persons?

MR. BISGAIER: Assuming no one in

Roxbury moves into those units who presently

* lives there?

&L&S&* MR. VECCHIO: Yes.

A I haven't checked that calculation. Assuming

that calculation is correct, that's the population

that would be housed in those units. That's not

necessarily the increase in population in Roxbury.
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of

Q
What is the

Township?

-it up?

present population

want me to

D o you know?
it approximately

17,00

Q
Then, Y o u

I don't know.

better look it up.

Ha' am,
do you recall

question?

That seems appro*imate

built, on an annual

get up to 4,225 units?

between now

of
constructed in

Townshil

including

,.= jaa?/^- -^-

This is in
formation we

mailed out a year

the

ms.**v?

21

t o r e ^ e r that-

Q Now, could you refer

1979, at Page 2?
o f September, 1*'*'
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A All r igh t .

. Jfev£~*.&k

Q And what period of time does that cover?

July, 1977 to July, 1978.

Q Does that cover 13 months, or does i t

cover 12 months? A I believe 12.

Q 12 months.

Okay. And in that year, there were

144 building permits issued in Roxbury Township?

A There were 144 new homes sold.

Can you relate that to the nurab^-of

Not on t

21

22

23

24

25

building permits?

I have here today.

Q In the event that it was

140 units a year, then you anticipate that, just for

low and moderate ii'iwiac housing, the amount of

construction in Roxbury Township, to achieve that

goal, would have to triple over the next 10 years,

triple or better. Is that correct?

A That's correct.

y~; Q Page 3 of that same report, your report

$ptember, 1979, — A Excuse me.

I need the question repeated, the one I just answered

(The following was read by the reporter:

"QUESTION: In the event that it was approximately

140 units a year, then you anticipate that, just
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Brooks « o s s
i e a s t c o s t housing,

^iP0^:B^\iB amount

'^i^ifei-to achieve that

triple over
rta would have to trip

to achieve that goal.w

the next 10 Y

pr
X. that corrects

Q NOW, w^t was the

« in Roxbury Township?
sale of old homes i.n R

t h at information.
I don't have that

• z r
made avai

today.

cA
 e aies of homes.

Yes. B u t

, o t n e w houses, does it?
o f old houses and not new

The second column -

A ,es, it a o - - ^ . B u t to arrive .1
It says, 5>*'

$ 5 3,900, you i n c h e d the
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did you not? A New and used.

But you did not make a separate

23

24

25

with reference to the sales price of

dwelling houses, did you?

A No, I did not.

Q Would that not be pertinent in attempting

to determine the availability of housing stock and

the type available in Roxbury Township?

A Yes.

Q Dealing with Page 2 of that r

approximately 25% of all the homes sold in

Township were new dwelling houses. Is that

You get that by dividing 144 over 568?

«*• . .t-?J;.rt-

A It seems approximate.

Q So 75%, then, obviously, had to be

resales. Is that right? That's corre

Q Except for Parsippany-Troy Hills, did

not Roxbury Township provide more housing to the

than any other municipality in the region?

MR. BISGAIER: These are just single

family homes, if that's what you are basing it

on?

MR. VECCHIO: Yes.

MR. BISGAIER: Right. Just for that

one particular time?
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MR. VECCHIO: Yes.

MR. BISGAIER: Why ask the question sine

*:**" it speaks for itself?

-,_- ./ , MR. VECCHIO: I would like to just have

her answer it. That's all. I may not get a

chance to ask her all fancy questions at the

trial.

A As represented on this table, yes.

Q The average price of the homes in

Par-Troy were $62,600. Is that correct? *̂..:Mt«-..

A Yes.

Q And in Roxbury, they were $53r$(f#

a difference of some $8,000. Is that right?

-4'

A Yes.

Q <And the new houses in Parsippany were

$13,000 more than the new homes in Roxbury?

A Yes.

Q Dealing again with Pages 2 and 3 of

.£i\at report, were there some municipalities who had

e sales at a lesser price than Roxbury Township

22

23

24

25

'^fSh-X M R. BISGAIER: Off the record.

(There is a short discussion off the record.)

A Yes.

Q And those municipalities were Dover,

correct, Jefferson, Lincoln Park, Mine Hill, Mount
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Arlington, Mount Olive, Netcong and Riverdale. Is

124

that right?

MR. VECCHIO: Off the record.

A

'•-£* (There is a short discussion off the record.)

I guess so.

Q Dover, Jefferson, Lincoln Park, Mine

Hill, Mount Arlington, Mount Olive, Netcong and

Riverdale, right?

MR. BISGAIER: I don't mind her answering

that. I just state for the record tturt the

document speaks for itself and is the best"' A• '.

evidence of what it reflects.

.. rii- *'"•''

A It seems correct.

Q How much new housing in Roxbury Township

sold for less than $62,372?

A I would have to go back to the raw data.

Q You don' t know?

No.

MR. BISGAIER: But it's in the raw data,

which is available, if you want to look at it.

%3jj£~vk It's already been marked.

Q Will you look at it and tell me? I

don't know where it is.

A Do you realize it means going through 568 items

to identify those that fall below that figure?
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Q How else am I going to find it?

MR. BISGAIER: How about if we Xerox the

raw data and it will be available to everybody

:to look at it.

MR. VECCHIO: You are going to Xerox it

for me?

MR. BISGAIER: It's going to be made

available to whoever wants it.

Q Here's my point: All that I'm asking yoi|i,

this bit that it's in the raw data, I would "iiHfe.tQ ..

know if you know. That's all I'm asking you, \Yojj

tell me it's in some place. Did you computê '-fil;

some previous time? A No, I have n<f>t

Q And you are telling me that I can, if

I want to find out, compute it from raw data that is

going to be submitted through some other attorney.

A That's correiIs that correct?

Q Fine.

MR. BISGAIER: Off the record.

\ (There is a short discussion off the record.)

feft-"*•?'-'"•'-:' Q H o w m u ch of the new housing did Roxbury

Township provide, in proportion to the entire County,

in that 12 month period between 7/77 and 7/78?

A Of the single family homes that are represented

in this table, it's whatever proportion 144 is of 1,42k

:t
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Q Did it provide over 10% of the new housing

xbury Township, in the entire County?

"" iC
^VNew single family homes, yes.

f* v"J ijQ Did any municipality provide more housing
than Roxbury?

MR. BISGAIER: Par-Troy

Of the new homes?

Q

Q

Yes. Yes, Washington

However, the cost of the homes in

Washington Township were substantially more. Is

correct? A Yes, somewhat more*?"

' , & • •

A

Q How much more? :

I don't know what you mean by "substantially.

The average was $70,600 for Washington.

Q And for Roxbury, $53,900?

A Correct.

MR. BISGAIER: Off the record.

(.There is a short discussion off the record.)

Q What accounts for the difference in

etween Roxbury Township and Washington Township

I don't know.

Q Could it be land cost?

A It could be.

Could it be demand for expensive housing

Could be.
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Q In determining the allocation, then,

and I believe you concurred with this previously, in

correct?

fair share,the probability of construction

cost units should be considered. Is that

MR. BISGAIER: Can you read that one back

(The following was read by the reporter:

"QUESTION: In determining the allocation, then,

and I believe you concurredwith this previously

in establishing fair share, the probaJ^titVi of!

construction of least cost units shoi$£& =-£&.*»:•<"- '

considered. Is that correct?")

A

MR. BISGAIER: That's in the allocation

as opposed to any implementation?

MR. VECCHIO: Yes.

I don't quite know how to answer this because

23

24

25

you seem to have changed — you made reference to our

earlier discussion and yet you sort of changed it.

ou stated it now, I do not agree with it, your

nt.

Q You don't agree with it.

So that, then, in determining the fair

share allocation, one should not consider the disparit;

amongst communities as related to the cost of the uni

in the communities. Is that correct?
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A See, now, you have changed it again. You

cjaange your statement each time you repeat it. So

^disagreed with the earlier one, and I disagree with

Q You agree with this one.

Explain to me what the difference was,

so I know what you agreed to.

A The first time you used the term probability of

providing lower cost housing or something like that.

This time you referred to the disparity in housing cos

or something equivalent to that. As I've iKjJliCated in

my report and prior depositions, that

bs

is one that is frequently incorporated in the me

of allocating the units among the jurisdictions,

and I do believe that's appropriate.

Q And did you do that with reference to

Roxbury Township and compare it to other communities

within the region based upon the cost factors that

been discussing? A In the very

^deposition, we went through and discussed the

ia we used in allocations for fair share, the

New Jersey Allocation Report, and I did not alter

those.

Q What particular factors did you take

into consideration in the reports that you have submitted
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as to Roxbury Township, as to the costs of units in

Roxbury Township, compared to other municipalities in

.* "the "Region? A In the allocation

•Hi ̂ adjustment to the New Jersey DCA Housing Allocation

Report, I did not alter the allocation method that the]

used.

Q My question i s —

A We went through this in prior depositions.

Q Yes. But that's not my question. I wani

to know what you did, and your answer to tt

is that what you did was that you did not ai$

which the DCA did. Is that correct? et

A That's what I said.

Q But you did no independent study as to

the land costs in Roxbury Township and potential costs

of dwelling houses constructed in Roxbury Township as

compared to any other municipalities in the region.

Is that correct? A Nothing, other than

stated in the reports that you have seen.

Q On Page 4 of your report of September

, you used the quintiles that were established

for the Newark SMSA as of 1976. Is that right?

A

A

That 's correct.

Q Is that for the calendar year 1976?

I don't know.
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Q So you don't know what period of time

that covers, whether it was the first half of the year

half of the year or whether it covers part

^ a f ^ - S * o r part of '77? A No, I don't,
- «* - - j l v • • «t

I mean, it's '76, as reported by the Census. That

generally refers to the calendar year of 1976.

Q So that, in your opinion, it would be

the calendar year. Is that correct?

A I believe so.

22

23

24

25

Q And I bel ieve Ric alluded to t&ifcs. On

Page 5, your used the same figures to estabOy&h^'the ,̂

price of an affordable home. Is that corre<^?,^ 1 V i

A That is correct.

Q And why did you use the '76 figures for

the income quintiles? As I told

him this morning, that was the most current income

data I have available to me.

Q Do you have an opinion as to whether

have increased from 1976 to today's date,

will? A That's a very vague

on. Salaries of whom?

Q People in the first and second and

third income quintiles, for the Newark SMSA.

MR. BISGAIER: Go off the record for a

second.
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(There is a short discussion off the record.)

A Yes.

Q It would? A No, yes mean£

£\ X; hatfe an opinion

Q All right. Could you tell me what

6
your opinion is? A On the whole,

7
salaries have increased.

o

Q Now, going, again, to Page 4 of your
9

September report, isn't it a fact that the 1970 first

income quintile was greater than from 1976? ./.>.

A For the Newark SMSA?

12 -v*':̂ -.,.
Q Yes. A That's
Q In 1976, were we coming out of recession

14
at that particular time, which affected the Newark

15 SMSA? A I don't know.
16

Q Now, Newark SMSA, is that co-terminus
with Region 11, the DCA Region .11?

10 " No, it is not.

19

Q Well, then, how could we determine what

ome categories were, in 1976, in a quintile

i£ls, for Region 11? A As I indicat
22

in the report, that data is not available. And as I
23

thought it was a reasonable substitute, I used the
24 Newark SMSA.
25

You may have gone into this before, but
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1 is the Newark SMSA smaller than Region 11, or is it

2
bigger? A It's smaller.

3
*• l "• '.\-f Q It's smaller? A Yes£

*S>jn

4
*l;f:{' Q What areas does the Newark SMSA not

5
include that are included in Region 11? Ibr example,

6
is all of Morris County in the Newark SMSA?

7
Yes, it is.

8
Q What areas are left out? Can you tell

9 \
me? A Passaic County is not included,

10 [
Bergen County is not included, Somerset Counl^ i

11
included, Middlesex County is not included

12
- • * / * *

County is not Included.
13

Q Did you do any analysis to determine' whai:
14

the gui.nti.les were for Passaic, Bergen, Middlesex and
15

Hudson? A For 1976?
16

Yes, for 1976. A No,
17

I did not.
18

MR. BISGAIER: Off the record for a

19

**38»--'-̂ ->'-- - second.
% (There is a short discussion off the record.)

3 Would the numbers have been higher for

the first, second and third, quintiles, in your opinion

if you had included Passaic, Bergen, Middlesex, Hudson

and Somerset? A I may not understand

25
your question. Would the numbers be higher for each
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of the quintiles?

,, « • Q The first three I asked you about,

3 '*-'"' '*ti&£ntile 1, 2 and 3. A I don't know

/' »•", ]f show you, in the report, on Page 4, comparison of

5
quintile breaks for 1970. You can look at those, if

6
you choose.

7
1 Q On Page 4? A Yes.

8
MR. BISGAIER: Off the record for a

9
second.

10 (There is a short discussion off the £
•I--T-W11 Q Now, dealing with Page 4 of thp*$ame

12
report again, don't the 1970 income

13 *"" '*" " '-:'***'
show a significant difference between Region 11 and

14
the Newark SMSA? For example, as to Quintile 1, there

15
is approximately a 5% difference, isn't there?

16
A Yes.

17
Q And on Quintile 2, there ' s about a 1%

18
difference, right? A Yes.

19
You didn't make any adjustment for that,

20
tt*MS*vi'"*i" * A No.

Q In your next calculation, then, in

determining the affordable homes, you multiplied, if

23
you will, the failure to take that into account by

24
two and two and a half, did you not?

25
That difference is not taken into account, that
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calculation.

Q All right. And on page 5, the failure

to take into account 5% difference, then, changes that

:£%\4tfference into a 12 1/2% difference, right?

A Okay.

Q

Q

That's right? A Yes

Do you know, since July of 1976, what

has been the average monthly increase in the price of

single family dwellings in Morris County and/or

Roxbury Township? A No, I do $

Q Would you know what it was between,

7/77 to 7/78, as indicated on Page 6 of youi?

K•

what thes increase would have been on a monthly basis?

A No.

Q How did you determine the sales price

of homes in the various municipalities and in the

County? In other words, you came up with a number that

the average sales price of a new home in Roxbury was

;l.&rs. Where did you get that information?

I went through this this morning. It was taken

e raw data that I showed you this morning. The

average is literally what an average is. It's the sum

of the sales prices divided by the number of homes tha

were sold.

Q I probably didn't ask the question corre tly
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but what I would like to know is, you know: What did

you physically look at to determine your average?

^•/j|£?**>Ttle material I showed you this morning.
*?'. .

VQ Oh, those sheets.

Where did you get the material on that?

MR. VECCHIO: Was that the stuff from

your office, Carl?

MR. BISGAIER: Yes, the SRlA's.

MR. VECCHIO: SRlA's.

A

Okay. Well, why didn't you

house sales if you used the 1976

I used the most current information fead

available.

Q Yes. But the '76 house sales would have

been available, more available, and available for a

longer period of time than the '77-'78 house sales,

wouldn't they? They are even older?

A Thatf s true.

Well, why didn't you use them so we would

tjtte income and the prices of the houses in the

A I didn't think it was that

significant, and I used the most current data I had

available.

Q For example, why didn't you use 1970

quintiles and 1979 houses or prices of houses?
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I. didn't think that was a significant differenc

Q Can you quantify the difference on the

*-house sales between '76 and '77 and '78?

- ,&'i| No-

Q If you can characterize it as not being

significant, can you tell me approximately what it was

No.

Q Would you say it's 20%, 15%?

MR. BISGAIER: She said she doesn't know

Joe.

Q Now, on Page 9 of your report

report, that September report, there are n

rentals in Roxbury Township?

A In the information that was used in preparing

this report —

Q No — there was

no information available for Roxbury.

Q Look at your report of April of 1979,

34.

Does that indicate that there are 91

22

23

24

25

-ngs in Roxbury Township with three or more units

in them? A Yes. I didn't indicate in

this — maybe you didn't understand my answer. In

the September report, the units were not there. I

said the information was not available for the preparatior
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of the report.

Q I understand that. I understand that,

•<• *'. . Now, in one section, the information was

therfc on the rentals, apparently. That's on Page 9

of the September report. And, then, in the April

report, it indicates that there are some 91 units.

i

Is that correct? A Yes.

Q How does that affect anything that you

did here as to coming up with an allocation of 4,225?

A It doesn't. /••:-' •- * W .;•-

In other words, if Roxbury hatf T>Q

let me ask you this: In your opinion,

Township, to your knowledge, have 91 multiple family

units?

it does.

A According to this informat

Q And if I told you that Roxbury Township,

and, it doesn't, to my knowledge, but if I told you

that Roxbury Township had 2,000 multiple family units,

M|*,.that affect your opinion?

S'4-A/ll MY opinion as to what?

Q As to what the final allocation should

be in Roxbury Township. No.

Q It would not.

If I told you that every one of the

units rented for $100 each, would that affect your

ion,
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allocation to Roxbury Township?

Ĵ * ~ That's a strange question. If the data that

#̂afc used in preparing; the allocation shifts, those
i\ .'*

ifLiocations are going to shift.

r
Q Okay. So it would have an affect?

MR. BISGAIER: She already answered if

it affecte d the data that was used in the

allocation.

MR. VECCHIO: She has to tell me if it

affects the data because I don't knowv v 4fi:%

MR. BISGAIER: Ask her. 4'> .' ||". £

Q Would that factor affect the i-n

which you derived the result of 4,225 units for Roxbury?

A I believe so.

Q Okay. Now, do you know how much the

91 units in Roxbury Township rent for?

MR. BISGAIER: There may be a confusion

between a permit for a multi family structure

and the fact that it's a rental structure.

Multi family, defined by the building materials

:: •* • data, is just two or more units.

MR. VECCHIO: Right. Can she answer it?

MR. BISGAIER: She can answer it.

Town house development would be

considered multi development, and in the building
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permit data it would be sales.

I'm sorry. You have to ask the question again.

} - Q We have established that, in your April

-report, there are some 91 multi family units in Roxbury

Township, based on your reports. I'm asking you

whether you know how much those units rent for.

A No, I don't.

Q In the event that those units rented

for $150 a month and they were two bedroom units,

would that affect your results in allocatio^/Jri Roxburr

Township? A
•*(. ' " * , •

If that were the^ase and

22

23

24

25

to the extent that that affects the data usJeJ

Housing Allocation Plan, it was already taken into

account.

Q In other words, you are telling me that

the Housing Allocation Plan and your allocation took

into account the 91 units that exist in Roxbury Township

Is that right? A Not directly. I

ou are asking — you are asking questions that

»wers are very complicated. If those — the

ed in the New Jersey Housing Allocation Report

is primarily 1970 data. Depending upon when these

units were constructed and what they rent for may

or may not affect that information after 1970. There

Q Did you — I'm sorry.

_
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1 A There are, as I indicated when you asked me

.* . _, similar questions earlier, factors that New Jersey

jg&kd in allocating the units that did not directly

the cost of housing, but does indirectly.

5
Q Can you tell me if the DCA Report, in

6
preparation of its allocation for Roxbury Township,

7
specifically took into consideration the 91 units that

8
you referred to in your report of April, at Page 34?

9
A No.

1 0 -,-,. , . .'.•-•

Q All right.
11

MR. BISGAIER: Off the record
12

(There is a short discussion off the
13 ._„. . . . . . , . , ,

Q Okay. Did you spec i f i ca l l y , in ae€e£riiin3|ng
14

the allocation of 4,225 for Roxbury Township, consider
15

the 91 units that you referred to on Page 34 of your
16

April report? A No.
17

Q As to those 91 units, did you obtain
18

any information with reference to the rentals that are
19

for those units? A Not other th4n

indicated in the reports.

Q But there's no rental indicated in your
. -•K:\*T/W"5^Btar*A-':K.'1*!5B9rav- " • • •*:•'•FT-:.

22
reports as to those units, is there? Wasn't that on

23
Page 9 of the September report?

24
A That is correct.

25
Q Did you make any determination as to the
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size of any of these 91 units, number of bedrooms,

141

etc.. ?

•.-. /̂ %4i-_-.. O

Q

A No.

Or the location of them?

Now, can you say with certainty that,

in preparing your allocation and arriving at your figuire

of 4,225 units for Roxbury Township, that those 91 uni

were, in fact, considered?

A One, the question is vague, but I can neither

say with certainty that they were or were

Q Now, —

MR. BISGAIER: Based on the

front of her, we have already submittlflP

permit data. If that reflected that those unit

had been built either prior to 1970 or prior to

a certain period in 1970, she would be able to

answer that question. That information is not

in front of her right now. She has not had

r̂ ;; a n opportunity to review all of her reports

\ prior to this deposition.

"ill Q The affordable rents for a person in

Quintile 1 is approximately $133. Is that right?

A That's correct.

:s

Q And Quintile 2 is $235?

A That's correct.
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Q Can you tell me — and you have probably

asked this one before, too. Can you tell me

:™B«fee»'in New Jersey, without a subsidy, one can get

clean and decent apartment for $133 a

A No.

Do you know of any place in the United

month?

States where such a unit would be available, you know,

as an example that I might look at or investigate into^

A No, not off the top of my head, no.

Q On Page 35 of the longer

if you would refer to that, between 1970 — ©tV! tffell '

me, what does that mean as to Roxbury Township?^ _..

Residential permits issued between 1970 and 1977 Were

1,064 units or 1,064 permits?

A Yes.

Q And that would cover an eight year perio<&,

1970 through 1978? Through 1977.

Through 1977, I mean, right?

Yes.

That would be approximately 133 units pe

that period of time. Is that right?

Yes.

And if Roxbury continued to build at

that rate of 133 units per year, would it take

approximately over 30 years to provide 4,225 units?
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Yes.

Q Now, what the are municipal costs that

r," would-be generated by the construction of 4,225 units,

iury Township, between today's date and 1990,

with reference to fire, police protection, water and

sewerage? A I have not studied that.

I don't know.

Q Schools, recreation, roads, welfare,

do you have any opinion on that?

A No. 'r\ "
;- '-;%y

Q Do you require different kinds of jp.re:

apparatus for structures that are, say, over̂ .35-'£<f&£; '•

in height? Do you know?

A That's possible.

Q Do you know what types of apparatus

22

23

24

25

would be required? No.

Q What's the maximum size of a building

that you would like to see located in an area where

jls pressurized water system?

MR. BISGAIER: This is so far afield

from what she has submitted an expert report on

MR. VECCHIO: If she knows. If she

doesn't know, she can say I don't know. I just

want to know what she considered or if she

considered those factors.
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MR. BISGAIER: Why don't you ask her

if she considered those factors? If she didn't

22

23

24

25

'vJsjtf**|v-\ w e would probably move a lot faster.

v& v- What's the question?

Q The question was the same one that I

asked — you know, what's the maximum size building

you would allow in an area where there is no pressurized

water system? Do you have any opinion on that?

A I don't know.

Q Would there be costs borne by $ rjcoiranunit]

such as Roxbury Township in the event that 4,??5 ̂
'X.''...

cost and low and moderate units were consttierted
-"V- '*.-' '-'•"

between 1970 and — or between today's date arid 1990?

A I would assume so.

Q Okay. Now, in your opinion, is Roxbury

Township a developing community?

MR. BISGAIER: You are asking her to

draw a legal conclusion. All she is going to

do is present facts, and the Court will draw

his conclusion.

MR. VECCHIO: From a planning standpoint

do you object if she answers it?

MR. BISGAIER: You have to define what

you mean by a "planning standpoint".

MR. VECCHIO: Maybe she can do it, if sh^'s
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the planner.

Q In your opinion, as a planner, is Roxbur^

|y? a developing community based upon the rates

over the past years and its present rate of

growth?

MR. BISGAIER: I'm not sure she understards

what you are asking her to conclude by saying it

is or is not developing?

MR. VECCHIO: I thought, in the report,

she referred to the Mount Laurel

referred to developing communities and.'Mi^t

kind of stuff. I'm not trying to be
* • *

• , ^ " ^ v ; , - _ •

MR. BISGAIER: I know you are not.

Whether a municipality is developing or not is

for Judge Muir and any appellate court to reviev

whether certain factual information is true or

not. And if you have a concept in your mind

as to what you mean by "developing," maybe she

could respond to it.

Q For the purposes of the next question,

assume that Roxbury Township is, in fact, a

developing community under the terms of the Mount Laurql

decision? Assume that, but I'm not conceding that.

All right? A All right.

Q Now, a developing community, then, such as
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Roxbury Township would have to pay for these additional.

osta incurred as a result of the location of 4,225

tini'ts..' Is that correct? A "I'm sorry.

u repeat that?

Q I guess, if the 4,225 units were located

in Roxbury Township, then Roxbury Township would have

— being a developing community, would have to assume

the burdens, cost burdens, of a location of those unit

within its boundaries. Is that right?

A What do you mean by "cost burdens"? •''*'*£<*•'.

Q What you indicated to me were xijĵ
&^

that — the items that would have to be paid fot̂ B̂SP-flfS

the municipality for the location of those units within

the municipality, items such as welfare, roads,

recreation, schools, etc.? A Yes.

Q Now, from a planning standpoint, divorcing

ourselves from the legal precedent that may exist in

the State of New Jersey at the present time, why should

oping community have to pay for those costs

land owners and residents of communities that

eloped, that get no housing allocation, do not

have to pay for? That troubles me.

MR. BISGAIER: But what is it relevant t(j>?

It troubles me, also. What about that?

MR. VECCHIO: Maybe, if she gives me an
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honest opinion on it or if she agrees with —

I didn't mean that in that fashion. If she

agrees with my opinion on that matter, it's

-5v\«;-a matter that I intend to raise before the Court•%%'S

A

MR. BISGAIER: That all municipalities,

whether or not they are developing, should

participate in the housing allocation?

MR. VECCHIO: Yes.

MR. BISGAIER: We agree with you on that

How about that. You don't have to

We will join you in trying to get

to the Supreme Court of the United

to get that reversed.

Q Do you agree with that?

As represented in this conversation?

Q Yes. Yes.

Is it further your opinion that the

-~v;;

cost burdens imposed upon a developing community shoul

be borne equally by communities that have already been

. t ^ ^ ^ w i ^ ^ ^ Qr^ f o r t h a t m a t t e r # a r e n o t yet developing?

MR. BISGAIER: Are you asking her if she

is in favor of totally restructuring the

economic basis in the State of New Jersey?

MR. VECCHIO: No, I'm asking her —

I've been asking her a specific question. But
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if it leads to restructure of the economic

iAV . _ base in the State of New Jersey, then that's

'•>rWFV" maybe what ought to be done.

MR. BISGAIER: Why don't we have laws

in the State as to how certain facilities are

financed?

MR. VECCHIO: Yes.

MR. BISGAIER: Where does this take us?

MR. VECCHIO: It takes us into what I

consider to be a Constitutional issu^

intend to address to the Court, and

determine whether your witness has a;

with reference to the matter, from a planning

standpoint.

MR. BISGAIER: All right. I would just

like to say that what you are asking her is

for political philosophy on how the economy

should be structured.

MR. VECCHIO: No. No. Okay. You can

say that.

MR. BISGAIER: Aren't you basically

asking: Should Roxbury pay a portion of the

expenses that Newark has to pay for housing,

educating, sewering, watering, all the units

in Newark? Is that part of the question? We
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should totally redistribute how the wealth in

New Jersey is shared?

MR. VECCHIO: The question is just as

I stated, Carl, and it's not quite as expansive

as you make it.

MR. BISGAIER: I think it is, though.

I think it is. I don't know how one could

happen without the other.

Go ahead.

A I guess I don't understand what you mess*

"equally".

Q

"equally"?

question.

You don't understand what I

You used that in your

Q Okay. Should the cost burdens be shared

with communities that are not developing and communities

that are already fully developed, regardless of the

method of sharing, whether equally or otherwise?

MR. BISGAIER: I think that's too

hypothetical for her to answer.

% I still don't understand the question.

Q Mary, let's assume the following situati

Assume that Roxbury Township — I'm sorry for calling

you by your first name. I apologize, Miss Brooks.

MR. BISGAIER: No, it's a welcome relief
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with all the legal jargon that goes on around

here.

My point is essentially this: Assume

that 4^225 units were put in Rockaway and assume that

the cost burden to the municipality is two thousand —

that would be too high. Assume that there was a

$300 a unit deficit to this municipality. That would,

then, cost it some hundred and twenty some odd thousand

dollars a year. All right. Now, why should a

community that's already developed not contrialtefce some

of that cost to Roxbury Township? From a planndncjf ^

standpoint, what's the rationale for that? Just "beb&ui

somebody lives in a developing community, they share —

they pay the burden for it? What about the guy that

lives in the adjoining community that's not developing

A I don't quite see the relevance here. I, in

all frankness, can't give you my answer to that question

in the time allocated here. That strikes me as a very

... JLarge issue. But in your hypothetical, you set up,

•t an assumption that I thought there were no

[Sibilities to be borne by the developed

f
jurisdictions, and I never said that, and indicated

previously that I was not in agreement with that. I

do think there are considerations that should be made

in asking for responses from jurisdictions that have not
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heretofore provided housing for lower income persons

as compared to those jurisdictions that may have well

such housing. I think the costs that are borde

^ttiinicipality vary, in some respects, to the actions

that they have taken in the past.

Q I understand the first part. I didn't

understand the last thing, by virtue of some actions

they have taken in the past. What do you mean by thati|

I don't understand that.

A The fact that it may indeed maybe

to construct housing due to the fact that past•

have developed.

MR. BISGAIER: Off the record/

(There is a short discussion off the record.)

(The deposition was adjourned to Wednesday,

February 6, 1978, at 10:00 a.m.)
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